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ABSTRACT 

 Substrate reuse technologies focus on reducing photovoltaic device costs via substrate 

utilization over multiple devices. The three common substrate reuse strategies include epitaxial 

lift-off, controlled spalling and porous lift-off. This work focuses on the porous lift-off substrate 

reuse for Ge substrates. The porous lift-off substrate reuse strategy involves etching a porous 

layer directly into the substrate, annealing the porous film to coalesce the surface while 

maintaining embedded pores underneath, epitaxy on the reformed surface and mechanical lift-off 

of the device via the weak embedded porous layer. The use of germanium (Ge) as a III-V 

epitaxial substrate for one-sun, terrestrial applications is inhibited due to the high substrate costs, 

so this thesis focuses on the development of a proof-of-concept III-V device on a porous Ge 

substrate. 

The etching and annealing of porous Ge as well as epitaxy on porous Ge substrates is 

studied in this thesis. It is vital for the viability of the technology to be capable of producing a 

uniform and repeatable porous Ge film. Therefore, electrochemical etching of porous Ge films is 

studied in order to identify etching conditions which lead to stability and uniformity in porous 

Ge films. Additionally, an understanding of how different porous Ge microstructures evolve 

during high temperature annealing is necessary to enable epitaxy on porous Ge, so this work 

cataloged sample preparation, microstructural, and annealing parameters which enabled surface 

coalescence in porous Ge films. This thesis demonstrates epitaxy on as-etched and annealed 

porous Ge substrates, and the development of substrate processing strategies enabled the 

achievement of the first reported single-junction III-V photovoltaic cell on a porous Ge substrate 

with a short circuit current of 20.95 mA/cm
2
, open circuit voltage of 0.74 V, fill factor of 37% 

and efficiency of 5.7%. Development of an operational photovoltaic cell on a porous Ge 
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substrate demonstrates the feasibility of porous lift-off as a substrate reuse strategy for Ge 

substrates and enables future work into the optimization of this substrate reuse strategy. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter reviews the technological context of substrate reuse including the motivation 

for reusing III-V epitaxial growth substrates. A brief background on substrate reuse strategies is 

also discussed including the motivation for the development of the porous lift-off substrate reuse 

strategy for Ge substrates. The literature background for porous lift-off for Si substrates is 

reviewed, including etching and annealing of porous Si films as well as epitaxial growth on 

porous Si films. Additionally, the literature background for porous lift-off for Ge substrates is 

reviewed with a comparison to porous Si literature. Finally, this chapter outlines the layout of 

this thesis and research objectives pursued in this work. 

1.1 Substrate Reuse 

In the production of photovoltaic (PV) technologies, research efforts focus on the 

development of cheaper and more efficient photovoltaics to achieve cost competitiveness with 

fossil-fuel based energy production. Due to high energy-conversion efficiencies, decades of 

research and low material costs, crystalline Si (c-Si) PVs tend to dominate the solar market in 

terrestrial applications[1]; however, group III-V photovoltaics have the highest energy-

conversion efficiency for single and multi-junction PV devices.[2] The 2017 verified record for a 

GaAs single junction PV device is 28.8%, while the record for a c-Si single junction device is 

26.7%.[2] Though the next generation of PVs need to achieve a high energy conversion 

efficiency and maintain low overall costs, the widespread industrial adoption of III-V PV 

technologies is inhibited by the expensive substrate costs.[3] For use in next generation PV 

devices, III-V PVs require a drastic reduction in overall cost of production while maintaining 

high energy conversion efficiencies. 
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The two highest cost components of III-V photovoltaic cell production include epitaxy 

costs and substrate costs.[1] In efforts to reduce epitaxy costs, research focuses on epitaxy at 

high growth rates and high reactant usage rates.[3, 4] Researchers have pushed vapor phase 

epitaxy techniques such as metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and hydride 

vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) to growth rates exceeding 1 µm/min.[5] Increasing epitaxial 

deposition rate and overall scale of production does lower overall PV production costs; however, 

the largest cost reduction can be achieved by addressing the semiconductor substrate costs.[3] 

The substrates are high-quality, single-crystal growth templates for III-V epitaxial growth. The 

substrates in use for III-V epitaxy are typically GaAs or Ge. In typical epitaxial processes, the 

substrate is often unnecessarily thick for the device application, and in some PV device schemes, 

the substrate is sacrificial.[4] A drastic price reduction in the III-V device may be achieved if the 

substrate can be reused and amortized over for multiple epitaxial growth processes. 

The three substrate reuse strategies studied in the literature include epitaxial lift off 

(ELO), spalling and porous lift-off.[3] In the ELO strategy,[6, 7] a sacrificial layer and 

subsequently the semiconductor device structure are epitaxially grown on the mother substrate. 

The sacrificial layer can then be preferentially etched to separate the mother substrate from the 

epitaxially grown semiconductor structure. The ELO process is typically employed with GaAs 

substrates with AlAs as the sacrificial layer. Since AlAs is lattice matched to GaAs, additional 

III-V structures can be grown on the AlAs as they would be grown on the GaAs substrate. ELO 

is the most technologically mature substrate reuse procedure. The major drawbacks of this 

technology include the additional cost associated with the deposition of the sacrificial layer and 

the long time necessary to etch the sacrificial layer.[3]  
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In the spalling reuse strategy,[8, 9] a stressed metal layer is deposited atop the desired 

device. The strain energy in the metal film allows for a thinner film of the substrate to be spalled 

directly from the mother substrate, which allows multiple reuses of the same substrate. The 

spalling substrate reuse strategy is employed for Ge, GaAs and Si substrates.[8-10] The 

disadvantage of this process involves the price of substrate resurfacing after each successful 

spall.[3]  

In the porous lift-off strategy, a porous layer is etched directly into the semiconductor 

substrate; the porous layer is then annealed to create a microstructure with a fully dense, 

coalesced (reformed) surface and an embedded porous layer. The locally increased porosity of 

the embedded porous layer leads to a reduction in material strength[11, 12] and allows for 

mechanical lift-off of the reformed surface layer. This substrate reuse strategy is employed in Si 

using mesoporous[13] or macroporous[14] Si. Due to the novelty of this substrate reuse 

technique, comparing porous lift-off to ELO or spalling is difficult because it has not been fully 

demonstrated for Ge. The work described in this thesis focuses on demonstrating an operational 

III-V photovoltaic device on a porous Ge substrate[15] and aims to characterize the 

microstructural changes due to electrochemical etching and high temperature annealing 

conditions.  

As the literature has not yet utilized Ge in a successful porous lift-off device, it is useful 

to compare the Ge literature to a widely studied system such as silicon (Si). The Si literature 

produces porous Si for various applications including the porous lift-off reuse strategy.[13] 

Depending on the desired microstructure, the production of porous Si films can take up to 

minutes.[16, 17] The annealing of porous Si and epitaxy on porous Si tend to consume a larger 

amount of time and can introduce additional complications to the process.[18, 19] Recent work 
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shows successful PV devices grown on porous Si with power conversion efficiencies above 

19%.[13] The porous lift-off process integration into a PV device fabrication scheme typically 

affects the final device yield through device efficiency [13, 20] or detachment issues [21, 22] 

with the mother substrate. Regardless, the Si literature has grown Si device structures on 

reformed porous Si and lifted them off, demonstrating the feasibility of the porous lift-off reuse 

strategy for Si substrates.[13, 20]  

1.2 Porous Si Etching 

Porous Silicon is typically produced through electrochemical etching of single crystal Si 

wafers. Experimental configurations can vary for electrochemical etching of Si, but the common 

components in the experimental system include a Si wafer working electrode, a platinum counter 

electrode, a hydrofluoric acid (HF)-containing electrolyte and an external power supply. The 

typical etching electrolyte is some mix of HF, water and ethanol, where ethanol is used as a 

wetting agent and water is used to dilute the HF.[23] Porous Si is produced with a wide range of 

current densities and fine porosity control is achievable.[17, 23, 24]  

The electrochemical dissolution reactions can vary based on HF concentration, Si doping 

density and applied anodic potential, but there are two basic pathways to the dissolution of 

Si.[23] The general reaction in aqueous HF electrolyte is seen in equation 1.1. Any 

electrochemical dissolution of Si requires the consumption of holes from the Si bulk. The 

number of charges required for the dissolution of a Si atom can vary from 1-4 and is 

experimentally demonstrated to vary based on etching conditions.[24] The general dissolution 

reaction is described in equation 1.2, but the number of consumed holes changes the intermediate 

𝑆𝑖 # + 2𝐻𝐹()*) → 𝑆𝑖𝐻-(#) +	2𝐹()*)
/  (1.1) 

𝑆𝑖𝐻- # + 2𝐹()*)
/ +	2ℎ1 → 𝑆𝑖𝐹- )* + 𝐻- 2  (1.2) 
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reactions leading to the dissolution of the surface. The two main dissolutions reactions are 

differentiated by the number of charges required for the dissolution to take place. The bivalent 

and tetravalent dissolution reactions require 2 and 4 charges, respectively. It is important to note 

that tetravalent reaction occurs at high applied potentials and causes even dissolution of the Si 

surface, known as electropolishing. The bivalent reaction is the dominant reaction occurring 

during electrochemical pore etching and occurs at low applied potentials.  The tetravalent 

reaction indicates an electrochemically driven dissolution of the Si atoms, and the bivalent 

reaction indicates a combination of electrochemical and chemical dissolution reactions. This shift 

in reaction valence is experimentally observed in previous literature, but the exact mechanistic 

shift leading to the variation in reaction valence is still under discussion in the literature.[16, 17, 

23-29] Regardless of the dissolution pathway, the stable dissolution product in solution is always 

H2SiF6, and the newly exposed Si surface ends with H termination. With the newly exposed Si 

surface ending with a H termination after the electrochemical dissolution, the Si surface is 

hydrophobic and generally protected from oxidation and subsequent chemical dissolution in 

aqueous HF electrolytes. [23, 24, 30] 

The electrochemical mechanism for pore formation in porous Si is studied extensively in 

previous literature.[24] The electronic interaction between the Si anode and the HF electrolyte is 

generally dependent on the doping profile of the Si wafer. The consumption of holes with the 

dissolution reactions makes the etching of n-type wafers more difficult since the supply of holes 

can limit the electrochemical reaction rate.[16, 23] Considering heavily doped p-type wafers, the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface is approximated as a metal-electrolyte interface. When a 

potential is applied over the Si-electrolyte interface, the Fermi level of the Si is pinned at the 

energy level of the electrolyte. The resulting band bending causes a potential drop across the 
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interface and development of an electric field that drives the F
-
 ions to migrate towards the Si 

electrode and for holes in the silicon bulk to migrate towards the Si surface.[31] At high anodic 

potentials, the electric field is evenly concentrated across the semiconductor surface and 

electropolishing occurs. The critical potential for the onset of electropolishing is highly 

dependent on electrolyte concentration and Si doping.[23, 30] When applying low anodic 

potentials, the electric field is concentrated at specific defects on the Si surface. Examples of 

surface defect sights include crystallographic defects such as point defects or exposed 

crystallographic planes which etch faster due to Si anisotropy.[23, 32] The locally enhanced 

electric field preferentially drives the charge transfer and subsequently the electrochemical 

etching reaction at specific surface sites, driving the etching of pores rather than total surface 

electropolishing.[23, 24] Once the pore tips are etched, the electric field and holes in the Si 

continue to concentrate at the pore tips, producing a region of charge depletion at the pore walls 

known as the space charge region. The thickness of the space charge region (SCR) varies based 

on applied anodic potential and doping density as seen in equation 1.3,[16, 23, 24, 33] where 

dSCR is space charge region thickness, ε is the material permittivity, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity 

constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, p0 is the hole concentration at equilibrium, 

e is the electron charge, ϕSCR is potential of the SCR, and V is the applied potential. When the 

space charge regions of two adjacent pore walls meet, the pore walls are hole deprived and are 

effectively passivated from electrochemical etching. With the additional H termination of the Si 

surface, the pore walls are passivated from electrochemical and chemical dissolution.  

𝑑456 = 2(
ℰℰ9𝑘𝑇

2𝑝9𝑒
-
)9.?(

𝑒(𝜑456 − 𝑉)

𝑘𝑇
− 1)9.? (1.3) 

In the porous Si literature, there are many examples of mesoporous Si morphologies 

which don’t feature straight, cylindrical pores. A wide variety of porous Si microstructures are 
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demonstrated in previous literature. [24, 34] Different microstructures are achievable by varying 

applied current density, HF electrolyte composition and substrate doping density.[23, 24] Porous 

Si multi-layers with distinct microstructural changes as a function of etch depth are demonstrated 

by applying different etching recipes over different periods of time.[19] Porous Si multilayers are 

typically utilized in porous lift-off schemes.[24] 

The substrate doping density is a particularly sensitive parameter for controlling the final 

pore morphology. Previous work shows that decreasing the substrate doping density leads to 

decreased pore density in p-type porous Si samples.[24] As seen in equation (1.1), this change in 

pore density is suspected to be due to the change in the space charge region width due to its 

dependence on hole density. With decreased substrate doping, the equilibrium hole concentration 

is reduced. According to equation (1.1), a reduced hole concentration leads to a thicker space 

charge region which results in an overall increase in the spacing between pores and subsequently 

reduces the pore density.[23, 24] 

Increasing the concentration of HF in the electrolyte reduces the pore density of the 

porous Si microstructure. Previous porous Si work demonstrates that changing the %HF leads to 

a change in the critical potential required to produce electropolishing or electrochemical pores on 

the semiconductor electrode.[17] An increase in the %HF also leads to an increase in pore 

formation rate, decrease in average pore diameter and variation in pore morphology in porous 

Si.[23, 35] The reason for a variation in the microstructure with changes to the %HF is typically 

explained with variations in the electrochemical etching kinetics or with indirect changes to the 

electric field, but there is not a consensus in the literature.[17, 26, 29, 35]  

Previous studies observe that increasing applied current density (J) increases mesoporous 

Si porosity and average pore size in p-type Si substrates.[17, 24, 26, 36] Changing the current 
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density is also shown to change the final pore morphology. In relation to applied current density, 

physical changes to the microstructure such as porosity and average pore size are reported to 

occur due to changes in the electric field, as described above.[23, 35] A review of the the exact 

conditions causing mesopore (2-50 nm) or macropore (> 75 µm) formation are out of the scope 

of this introduction; however, any pore morphological variation is due to a combination of the 

electric field and charge transfer mechanism at the Si-electrolyte interface.[23]  

The overall etching uniformity is a concern when utilizing porous Si films for 

applications that require strict thickness or surface quality standards, particularly in studies that 

involve etching porous layers into larger substrates. The standard nonuniformities observed in 

porous Si production include cracking, unetched regions and thickness variations. The causes of 

each etching defect are investigated in previous studies and remedied in different ways. 

The desiccation of aqueous solutions from various material structures can produce 

morphological distortion of the original material structure.[36-39] Morphological distortion 

during solvent desiccation is reported during the drying of high aspect ratio microstructures in 

porous semiconductors[40-42] and photoresist.[37, 43] During the evacuation of solvents from a 

material microstructure, the solvent applies a capillary pressure at the solvent-air interface. When 

the solvent meniscus reaches the material microstructure, the maximum capillary pressure is 

applied to the surrounding solid, and this effect is described by the Laplace equation[12, 40, 44] 

in equation 1.4. As seen in equation 1.4, the capillary pressure, P, is proportional to the solvent’s  

surface energy, γLV, and inversely proportional to the radius, r, of the microstructural feature. It is 

important to note that the Laplace equation can also include a contact angle component to 

account for the differences in the material and solvent-specific wetting. For porous 

∆𝑃 =
2𝛾GH

𝑟
 (1.4) 
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semiconductors like porous Si, the contact angle is ignored since the solvent is inside of a porous 

network rather than on a flat surface.[44] Additionally, The capillary pressure applied to a rigid 

microstructure induces a stress on the microstructure. Cracking and collapse during solvent 

desiccation occurs to relieve the strain in the material microstructure when the stress becomes 

too large for the microstructure to accommodate. The capillary pressure can become large in 

nanostructured materials where the applied pressure can reach the MPa range for high surface-

tension solvents. 

There are past reports of cracking in porous Si microstructures after solvent evacuation 

procedures.[40, 44] Microstructural cracking or collapse due to solvent evacuation is avoided in 

previous work by avoiding the capillary forces applied to the porous Si during drying with freeze 

drying[41] or supercritical drying.[42]  Freeze drying avoids the transition from liquid to vapor 

by freezing the solvent followed by a low pressure sublimation of the frozen solvent. Since the 

capillary pressure due to sublimation is considerably lower when compared to evaporation, the 

material microstructure is preserved.[41] In supercritical drying, the liquid to vapor transition is 

avoided by converting the liquid to a supercritical fluid and then a gas.[42] This desiccation 

technique avoids the solvent to vapor transition altogether allowing for reduced capillary 

pressure to be applied to the material microstructure.  A more accessible option to stabilize the 

porous Si microstructure involves infiltrating the porous network with a lower surface tension 

solvent. After solvent evacuation, a reduced capillary pressure is applied to the porous network 

during desiccation.[40, 44] A study by Belmont et al.[40] reports that the capillary pressure, 

induced by the evacuation of solvent from the porous network, can cause the porous network to 

delaminate from the bulk or collapse on itself. The study finds that the porous Si film 

delamination and collapse is avoided with the use of a lower surface tension solvent, like 
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pentane. Porous Si microstructures with reported porosity values of up to 90% are stabilized with 

this desiccation approach. 

 In the production of mesoporous Si, there are a variety of different experimental 

conditions which can contribute to etching nonuniformities. The electrical connections 

connecting the flow of electrons and therefore the uniformity of the potential field lines are 

found to be very important for etching uniformity. In particular, the geometry and size of the Pt 

counter electrode is shown to affect the final porous Si uniformity. The etching thickness 

variation across the wafer is shown to vary significantly when using a wire point electrode 

relative to a Pt sheet electrode. Using a point electrode like a wire produces a large variation in 

the electric field across the Si surface due to the charge being distributed from a point over a 

large area. When using a Pt sheet of approximately the same size as the Si working electrode, the 

electric field lines are much more evenly distributed and the thickness variation across the wafer 

is minimized. Etching variations are reduced or controlled in porous Si production by ensuring 

an even electric field distribution across the semiconductor surface.[12, 45, 46] In etching jigs 

utilizing a non-ohmic working electrode back contact, it is shown that the metal-on-

semiconductor back contact should be uniform across the entire working electrode. A graphite 

guard sheet as the back contact in the working electrode is shown to produce uniform 

mesoporous Si films with no large surface defects. The use of a guard sheet evenly distributes 

the potential across the entire working electrode and leads to reduced electric field nonuniformity 

during etching.[46] 

 The roughness of the original Si wafer is also an important factor to consider in the 

production of porous Si. It is shown in previous studies that the original wafer roughness has an 

impact on the final porosity of the porous Si film. With the concentration of the electric field at 
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surface defects, the use of roughness to prepare the porous Si surface for electrochemical pore 

etching is a logical step. In the work by Di Francia et al.,[47] Si surfaces with intentional 

variation in initial roughness are etched under the same conditions and found to have a variation 

in the final porous Si porosity. An increase in the initial roughness of the Si surface is found to 

lead to a decrease in the overall porosity of the final porous Si layer.  

 The electrolyte composition and agitation also affect the final porous Si uniformity. The 

evolution of H2 gas during the electrochemical etching process can cause a variety of 

nonuniformities. The gas bubbles can develop on the surface of the mesoporous layer and block 

the electrolyte from contacting the Si surface. The H2 production is inevitable due to the H
+
 

aggregation to the Si surface during the electrochemical etching process. Although, studies found 

experimental techniques to avoid this issue.[36, 45] The typical solution involved adding a 

wetting agent to the electrolyte to allow for easy dissipation of the H
+
 before they form H2 gas 

bubbles. The wetting agent in previous studies is typically ethanol[35], but other acids[48] and 

surfactants[49] are also used. It is also important to note that hydrogen gas dissipation is also 

achieved with agitation of the electrolyte; electrolyte agitation can dislodge gas that forms during 

electrochemical etching or dissipate H
+
 before gas generation.[12, 45] 

1.3 Porous Si Annealing and Epitaxy 

The annealing of the porous semiconductor is another part of the porous lift-off strategy 

that is very complicated. The ideal change of the porous microstructure during high temperature 

annealing involves the coalescence of the surface and the coarsening of the subsurface porosity. 

The evolution of the pore microstructure in porous Si is explained with the kinetic competition 

between the spheroidization of pore walls and the coarsening of existing pores.[19] When 

considering a single layer porous Si film with a high enough pore aspect ratio, the pores close to 
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the surface tend towards highly perturbed cylinders and pinch off faster than they undergo 

coarsening. The initial transition towards pore pinch disconnects the pores from the network and 

create a layer of fully dense material.  The pore coarsening grows the largest pores and shrinks 

the smaller pores. Overtime, the overall number of pores in the system decreases and only the 

largest pores are left in the annealed porous Si microstructure. It is this kinetic competition 

between Rayleigh instabilities and coarsening that creates the reformed surface with embedded 

pores necessary for the porous lift-off reuse strategy.[18, 19, 50-53] 

The pore evolution process during annealing of porous Si is approximated by capillary-

induced self-diffusion, where differences in the local mean curvature change the diffusion 

potential of the atoms at the local curvature perturbation and provide a driving force for atomic 

diffusion. Capillary-induced atomic diffusion can be illustrated with the annealing of an isotropic 

substrate. Considering a hillock in the middle of an atomically flat substrate, there is some 

variation in the local surface curvature at the top and middle of the hillock. Due to the variation 

in local curvature, atoms are driven to diffuse from the area of high curvature to the area of low 

curvature until the surface is flat again. It is important to note that diffusion of atoms by surface 

diffusion and vapor transport are both driven by local changes in curvature. When atoms diffuse 

by surface diffusion, the process is volume conserving due to the flux of atoms along the 

material’s surface. When atoms diffuse by vapor transport, the process is not volume conserving 

due to the process of evaporating and condensing atoms causing a net loss of material. 

Regardless of the transport method, flattening an isotropic surface reduces its overall surface area 

which is directly related to a decrease in surface free energy for an isotropic system.[54-56] 

The shape evolution of pores due to capillary forces is a vital process for the densification 

of the surface pores in the porous lift-off substrate reuse strategy. The pores in a porous network 
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can be described as a series of perturbed cylinders. Considering an isotropic cylinder of radius Ro 

in a porous network, the cylinder can decrease its overall surface energy by transforming into a 

series of spheres with radii greater than 3Ro/2. However, this shape evolution  can not occur 

unless the decrease in surface energy can occur continuously.[54-56] These kinetic limitations on 

shape evolution create a condition known as Rayleigh instabilities. Rayleigh instabilities of a 

cylinder dictates a critical lengthscale (λc) of perturbations on a cylinder surface for a shape 

evolution to occur. According to the Rayleigh instability, an isotropic cylinder of radius Ro can 

achieve a continuous decrease in surface energy if the perturbations on the cylinder surface are 

separated by a λ > λc where λc = 2πRo.[54, 55] Previous work by Ghannam et al. has studied the 

shape evolution of cylindrical pores in Si. [52] In this work, the cylindrical pore evolution into 

individual, isolated pores is explained with the theory of Rayleigh instabilities. In order to meet 

the conditions of Rayleigh instabilities, the study describes that the aspect ratio (Lcylinder/Rcylinder) 

of the cylinder must be greater than ~14.4.[55] The critical pore wall perturbation lengthscale 

(λc) for shape evolution in porous Si can still be described as ~3/2Ro.[52, 54, 55]  

The typical porous network in Si samples is not typically a series of cylinders, so 

Rayleigh instabilities alone can not fully describe the evolution of the porous microstructure 

during high temperature annealing. Annealing of porous Si samples produces microstructures of 

a reformed surface with isolated pores embedded under the dense surface layer. Previous studies 

observed the embedded pores tend towards larger and fewer pores during annealing. The 

evolution of pore size during annealing can be described with the mean field theory of 

coarsening.[54] In the mean field approximation of diffusion limited coarsening, each solute 

particle is evenly spaced and surrounded by a matrix of the same average solute concentration. In 

the case of pores, the solute corresponds to vacancy concentration at the pore wall, and the 
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matrix has the vacancy concentration in the lattice. For a pore of size R, there is a difference in 

the vacancy concentration at the pore wall relative to the lattice vacancy concentration. This 

difference in vacancy concentration around different pores toward or away from a pore, 

depending on its size, drives a flux of vacancy diffusion in or out of pores. Since the vacancy 

concentration at the pore wall is dependent on pore size, mean field theory describes the pore 

growth in equation 1.5.[54] The coarsening of pores occurs through vacancy diffusion into the 

pore from the lattice or from vacancy desorption from the pore to the lattice. As described in 

equation 1.5, the change in pore radius (R) is positive if the pore radius is larger than the average 

radius (<R>), and the rate of radius change at a specific time (t) is characterized by the material’s 

diffusivity (D), surface energy (γ), atomic volume (Ω), vacancy concentration at equilibrium 

(c
eq

(∞)), Boltzmann’s constant (k), and temperature (T).[54, 57, 58] Since the size of each 

individual pore can increase or decrease relative to the average pore size of the system, it can be 

recognized that there is some critical pore size (Rc) which dictates the range of pore sizes that 

change. As the pores coarsen, the average pore size increases over time, and this change in the 

average pore size is described in equation 1.6.[54] Over time, the overall evolution of the pores 

trend towards a larger average pore size, and a fewer number of pores. It is this kinetic 

competition between Rayleigh instabilities and coarsening that creates the reformed surface with 

embedded pores necessary for the porous lift-off reuse strategy.[18, 19, 50-53] 

 

The typical porous Si reuse strategy involves a double layer porous Si microstructure 

with a low porosity region (initial layer) near the surface and a high porosity region (separation 
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layer) near the bulk crystal. This double layer structure typically results in a reformed surface 

with reduced porosity in the upper layer and larger pores in the bottom layer near the bulk 

crystal. Recent work by Hernandez et al. has given insight into how local changes in pore aspect 

ratio effect the porous Si shape transformation kinetics during high temperature annealing.[14] 

The work focused on the production of macroporous Si with different variations in local pore 

diameter. Experimental and simulation data reveal that local changes in porous Si pore diameter 

locally increase the rate of pore pinch-off in multilayer porous Si microstructures. This local 

change in the kinetics of shape evolution gives insight into why a double layer morphology is 

favored for the porous lift-off substrate reuse strategy. With a local change in pore density, the 

pore aspect ratio is also locally changed. Theoretically, this would result in a local increase in 

pore pinch-off kinetics and reduce the possibility of coarsening kinetics moving the porous 

network’s aspect ratio out of the Rayleigh instabilities critical lengthscale window. [14] 

Porous Si annealing studies are performed in previous literature where porous Si single 

and double layers are annealed to study the pore evolution process. Work by Ott et al.[19] 

demonstrates the annealing of porous Si single and double layers between 20 – 50% porosity. It 

reported that annealing porous Si single and double layers with porosities below 40% would 

produce porous Si microstructures with an increased median pore size and a dense, reformed 

surface layer. The porous Si double layers are observed to produce an embedded porous layer 

with larger pores compared to the single layer samples. Additionally, a dense layer is observed at 

the surface and between the two layers in the annealed porous Si double layer microstructure.  

Researchers demonstrated working single junction Si PV devices epitaxially grown on 

reformed Si layers.[13, 20] There are challenges associated with epitaxy on porous Si. Previous 

research into the crystal quality of porous Si has shown that porous Si films show a shift in 
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lattice parameter and can exhibit tensile or compressive strain compared to virgin Si wafers.[51] 

It has also been shown that annealing the porous Si films lead to strain relaxation or reduction in 

the reformed porous films.[51] Stacking fault density is shown to be higher in Si films epitaxially 

grown on reformed porous Si films relative to Si epitaxy on virgin wafers.[51] However, 

increased annealing time and temperature is shown to generally improve the crystal quality of the 

film in the form of reduced or eliminated strain in the reformed porous Si film and decreased 

stacking faults in epitaxially grown Si on reformed porous Si. Single junction device efficiencies 

higher than 19% are reported and work on improving device quality is ongoing.[13, 20, 50] 

1.4 Porous Ge Etching 

Porous Ge production is not as easily comparable to porous Si due to the instability of 

GeO2 in aqueous etching solutions. Like SiO2, GeO2 is also chemically etched in HF solutions; 

however, GeO2 is also chemically etched in water.[59] This adds additional complexity to the 

electrochemical formation of porous Ge due to the competing chemical etching reactions during 

the electrochemical etching process.[33] The electrochemical etching mechanism is studied in 

previous literature using similar etching conditions to porous Si.[15, 59-63] DC anodization of n-

doped and p-doped Ge[64] has been shown to produce porous Ge layers with a high wafer 

consumption rate and lower etch uniformity compared to porous Si. In DC electrochemical 

etching of Ge, the electric field is concentrated on specific surface defects just like in 

electrochemical etching of Si. Similar to Si, the electrochemical dissolution reaction between the 

Ge-Fx and Ge-(OH)x surface species requires the consumption of holes. Unlike in Si, lower HF 

concentrations do not preferentially produce the fluoride termination on the Ge surface. HF 

concentrations below ~45% produce hydroxide and oxide termination of the Ge surface, both of 

which are soluble in aqueous HF electrolytes. [33, 59]  Additionally, the electrochemical 
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dissolution reaction does not leave a stable H terminated surface like in Si; the surface of the 

germanium anode is covered in oxides, hydroxides and fluorides when new surface Ge atoms are 

exposed to the electrolyte.[65, 66] This oxide instability in water continuously chemically etches 

the entire surface of the Ge anode during electrochemical etching and cause the destruction of 

the pore walls as they are established. [15, 59, 61, 63]  

With the development of AC electrochemical etching of Ge, the uniformity of the porous 

layer and consumption of the Ge wafer is greatly improved. Recent work by Tutashkonko et 

al.[33] elucidated the electrochemical etching reaction with the AC etching scheme. In the AC 

etching scheme, the bias is switched between forward bias anodic dissolution and reverse bias 

cathodic passivation. In the anodic bias step, the DC etching reaction takes place and 

preferentially etches the areas of the Ge where the electric field is strongest. In the reverse bias 

step, the Ge surface becomes H terminated, effectively passivating the Ge surface by producing 

an insoluble, hydrophobic, hydrogenated Ge surface (Ge-Hx).[33, 67]
 
 When the bias is switched 

back to forward bias, the electric field induces the surface termination of the Ge anode to revert 

to the soluble F or O groups at the pore tips before the rest of the Ge surface. This AC etching 

regime effectively protects the pore walls from chemical etching due to the insoluble hydride 

layer induced during the reverse bias step. It is important to note that the reverse bias hydride 

passivation step may not cover the entirety of the pore walls, but recent work shows that the 

reverse bias passivation step is vital to pore wall integrity and increases the rate of porous layer 

formation via reduced microstructure dissolution.[33, 60] Recent work by Tutashkonko et al.[33] 

estimated that the hydride passivation only covered the pore tips, so the exact passivation 

mechanism is still unknown. The hydride content on the germanium during reverse bias is 

confirmed by previous work, but the hydride termination at the pore walls which are further 
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away from the pore tips is not completely understood.[63] Though the exact role of hydrogen 

and the space charge region in the passivation of the pore walls is unknown, it is clear from the 

current literature body that the AC duty cycle is necessary for better morphological control of 

porous Ge films.[33, 63, 68]  

The typical experimental pathways to alter the porous Si morphology are recently 

targeted to attempt to change the porous Ge microstructure. The applied current density (1 – 5 

mA), etching time (1 – 6 hours) and substrate doping density is tested in recent literature.[33, 59, 

60] Just like in porous Si, recent studies find that increasing the %HF in the electrolyte or 

reducing the forward bias current density produces a lower porosity microstructure.[59, 60] Due 

to the small literature pool for mesoporous Ge production, the etching conditions between studies 

are difficult to compare and each produce large variations in the final mesoporous Ge 

microstructure. However, the exact parameters which can make significant changes to porous 

layer thickness are not very well explored in the porous Ge literature.  

Porous Ge, whether electrochemically etched with the DC etching regime or the AC 

etching regime, is exposed to the same type of capillary pressure as porous Si when solvent is 

evaporated from the porous network.[39, 44, 69] Research demonstrating porous Ge production 

gives various descriptions of the procedures involved in extracting the electrolyte from the 

porous Ge microstructure after the etching procedure. Earlier work by Rojas and coworkers 

describes the use of deionized (DI) water or ethanol and a N2 drying stream to wash and dry the 

porous Ge microstructure, respectively.[60-62] More recent work by Tutashkonko and 

coworkers utilizes ethanol followed by drying the microstructure in air.[33] However, none of 

the porous Ge literature describe experimental issues with porous Ge cracking or instability after 

the production of porous Ge films. None of the previous studies show wafer-scale or low 
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magnification plan-view images of the final porous Ge microstructure. Additionally, any 

experimental changes required to achieve uniform and repeatable porous Ge microstructures are 

not explored in previous literature.  

The overall uniformity of the porous Ge film is not investigated in previous work but is 

critical to evaluating porous Ge as a substrate reuse technology. Recent work by Bioud et al.[63] 

showed how the use of a DC “pore initiation step” produced a mesoporous Ge film with 

increased uniformity. The work ascribed this finding to the more even distribution of the electric 

field lines due to the pore pit initiation during the short DC etch. Other causes of nonuniformity 

observed in porous Si formation such as electrolyte agitation, electrolyte wetting agents and 

working electrode contact uniformity are not documented in the production of mesoporous Ge. 

1.5 Porous Ge Annealing and Epitaxy 

The microstructural evolution of porous Ge is fundamentally similar to porous Si in that 

there is believed to be the same kinetic competition between pore pinch off and overall pore 

coarsening.[15, 62, 70] Multilayer and single layer porous Ge samples are annealed in previous 

literature.[15, 62, 70] The initial work in annealing porous Ge single layers is performed by 

Rojas et al.,[62] and the work utilizes thin single layer porous Ge films with porosities of 26%, 

44% and 64%. It is reported that surface closure is achieved with porous Ge layers below 30% 

porosity, and that annealing porous Ge layers with porosities above 50% result in densification 

of the microstructure without surface pore coalescence. However, the thick characteristic 

reformed surface layers shown in porous Si annealing studies is not evident in the single layer 

porous Ge annealing experiments. Double layer porous Ge annealing studies show thin and thick 

reformed layers with subsurface pore coarsening as observed in porous Si literature.[15, 70]  
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Of the current body of literature on porous Ge annealing, the diffusion mechanism 

involved during annealing is still in dispute. Earlier work by Rojas et. al. reports thickness loss 

during annealing in reducing atmospheres.[62] These findings indicate that vapor transport or 

pore densification are causing a loss of volume during the annealing process. More recent work 

by Boucherif et. al. reports a volume conserving process during annealing in reducing 

atmospheres,[15] which indicates that surface diffusion is likely the dominate diffusion 

mechanism during annealing of porous Ge films. With such a small sample set of porous Ge 

literature, it is unclear if the different porous Ge microstructures or annealing temperature play a 

role in the dominate diffusion mechanism.  

From the current body of literature, it is unclear if there are morphological requirements 

for surface densification and subsurface pore coarsening in the annealing of porous Ge films. 

Work by Rojas et al. produces a large porosity gradient in their mesoporous Ge morphology by 

etching the Ge sample at very long times – 22 hours – and with ~50% HF electrolyte.[62] They 

report that utilizing a large porosity gradient in their original porous Ge microstructure is vital 

for the surface densification and pore ripening mechanism to occur. More recent works utilize 

bilayer porous Ge samples produced via changes in current density.[15, 70] Surface densification 

with subsurface pore coarsening is only achieved with a bilayer porous Ge microstructures. In 

the work by Tutashkonko et al., a single layer porous Ge film is annealed, but it is not reported to 

achieve the surface coalescence that is achieved with the bilayer porous Ge samples. 

Additionally, the single layer porous Ge annealing produces overall pore densification rather 

than the surface densification desired for the porous lift-off application.[70] All of the porous Ge 

surface densification reported in previous literature is produced with bilayer porous Ge samples. 
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This is unlike what is reported in porous Si literature proving that single and double layer porous 

Si samples can produce surface densification.[19] 

In the Ge system, a similar process flow to porous Si is adopted for Ge porous lift-off 

studies. In the recent work of Boucherif et al.,[15] the porous lift-off strategy is demonstrated for 

Ge substrates. The Ge substrate is electrochemically etched to produce a porous Ge layer with a 

surface layer with low porosity and a higher porosity layer near the bulk. The group annealed the 

porous Ge double layer to produce a similar microstructure seen in porous Si literature.[13, 18, 

20] The annealed porous Ge microstructure featured a void-free surface layer, low porosity 

region below the surface and a highly porous layer near the bulk. The group also grew an 

epitaxial GaAs layer on the reformed porous Ge layer which is reported to be single crystal. 

Unlike in Si, a functioning PV device has not been demonstrated on a reformed porous Ge 

substrate. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

This thesis covers three research objectives involving the etching, annealing and epitaxy 

stages of the porous Ge substrate reuse strategy. The next three chapters detail each objective 

with their corresponding experimental results and discussion. The first objective involves the 

demonstration and resolution of experimental conditions causing instability and nonuniformity in 

porous Ge films. The second objective catalogs the evolution of porous Ge films during high 

temperature annealing. The third objective demonstrates and characterizes III-V epitaxial growth 

on a porous Ge substrate.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 DEMONSTRATION OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS CAUSING CRACKING AND 

DELAMINATION IN POROUS GE FILMS AND THEIR RESOLUTION 

 

2.1 Chapter Introduction 

Observations of porous Ge film non-uniformity and instability are made early in the 

production of porous Ge films, in this work. Challenges in porous Ge production are related to 

etching nonuniformity and porous layer cracking. This chapter involves discerning the 

electrochemical etching parameters causing nonuniformity in the final mesoporous Ge film, and 

the alteration of the electrochemical etching procedure to produce a stable and uniform porous 

film. Adjustments to the pre-etching, etching and post-etching procedures are necessary to 

fabricate a repeatable porous Ge film. Section 2.2 describes the experimental methods used to 

produce the porous Ge films. Section 2.3 describes the changes made to the pre-etch procedure 

to remedy the wafer surface contamination and etching coverage. Section 2.4 details the 

optimizations to the Ge back contact, electrolyte agitation, electrolyte concentration and reverse 

bias current density made to the etching procedure to enhance the uniformity and stability of the 

porous Ge films. Section 2.5 reports the adjustments made to the post post-etch sample washing 

and drying steps to ensure stable and repeatable porous Ge films. Sample preparation procedures 

necessary to produce a uniform, stable and repeatable porous Ge film is accomplished at the end 

of the chapter. 

2.2 General Methods 

Germanium wafers used for the production of porous Ge are (100) orientated with a 6° 

off cut towards <111>. The 4-inch Ge wafers are from two manufacturers (AXT and Umicore). 

The AXT wafers are about 350 µm thick, and the Umicore wafers are about 150 µm thick. It is 
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important to note that changes in the wafer supplier and wafer thickness are not found to make 

any observable changes to the final porous Ge microstructure. The Ge wafers are Ga doped, p-

type with a specific resistivity in the range of 0.005 – 0.04 ohm*cm. The 4-inch Ge wafers are 

Ga doped, p-type with a specific resistivity in the range of 0.005 – 0.04 ohm*cm. The Ge wafers 

are single side polished and are cleaved with a diamond scribe to sizes close to 25 mm x 25 mm 

and washed with successive Acetone and isopropyl alcohol baths followed by drying under N2 

stream. Any photoresist coating and industrial dicing of the wafers are not employed unless 

noted otherwise. 

The electrochemical etching jig consists of a one-sided PTFE cylinder with a 1.8 cm 

diameter circular hole at the bottom where the Ge is secured. The electrolyte is made to only 

contact the polished side of the Ge sample by pressing the Ge piece against a Viton rubber gasket 

placed at the bottom opening of the etching jig. The Ge working electrode is back contacted by 

pressing the back contact electrode material onto the unpolished side of the Ge. The counter 

electrode is a Pt mesh (99.9%, 52 mesh, Alpha), and the electrolyte is a combination of HF 

(Sigma) and 200 proof ethanol with an HF concentration in the range of 42 – 50 w/w%. The 

specific electrolyte composition is typically 40 mL 48% w/w HF and 8 mL ethanol unless noted 

otherwise. The counter electrode is connected to the power supply (Dynatronix Microstar Pulse, 

DuPR model) with a platinum wire (99.9%, 0.1mm diameter, Alpha) which clips to a test lead 

outside of the electrolyte, and the working electrode connects to the power supply with a copper 

wire (McMAster, 16 gauge) which is also pressed to a test lead.  

There are two configurations of the etching jig used throughout this work. The original 

configuration is seen in Figure 2.1 (a). This configuration uses off-set stirring of the electrolyte 

to avoid changing the location of the platinum counter electrode. All samples before the 
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electrolyte agitation experiment used this etching configuration. The back contact of the working 

electrode is a conductive adhesive pressed against the unpolished side of the Ge working 

electrode and also pressed to the copper wire connecting the Ge to the power supply. The 

improved etching jig can be seen in Figure 2.1 (b). The electrolyte agitation is adjustable with the 

implementation of a polypropylene and PTFE cylinder which is used as a stage to allow centered 

agitation without disturbing the location of the platinum counter electrode. The Ge back contact 

is replaced with a copper plate (McMaster) which is pressed against the Ge electrode and 

connected to the power supply by pressing a copper wire to the copper plate with conductive 

adhesive.  

Porous Ge samples are etched under galvanostatic conditions using bipolar 

electrochemically etching described in previous literature.[33, 59, 60, 67] Porous Ge samples are 

etched with a DC etch step prior to the main bipolar etching recipe, unless stated otherwise. The 

DC etch step is a short (2 mins), low current density (0.39 mA/cm
2
) anodic etch step. Porous Ge 

Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic of etching jig using Al conductive adhesive as the Ge back 

contact, and (b) Schematic of updated etching jig configuration using a Cu plate as the 

Ge back contact. 
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is produced with an anodic and cathodic cycle time of 1s and 2s, respectively. The current 

density used for the anodic and cathodic cycle is 0.39 - 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and 0.39 - 1.56 mA/cm

2
, 

respectively. The specific current densities used is noted for each experimental series. The total 

etching time is 2 hours unless noted differently. 

After etching, porous Ge samples are promptly introduced to a water bath, followed by an 

ethanol bath and finally submerged in a hexanes bath. The samples are dried in a partially 

covered beaker in air to ensure slow solvent evacuation from the pore network. For samples 

treated with HBr, the samples are previously treated with the DI water, ethanol and hexanes 

wash and allowed to slowly dry in air. The sample is then dipped in an ethanol bath for 1 min 

followed by a dip in an HBr (48% w/w, Sigma) bath for 5 mins. The sample is dried in a 

desiccator with flowing N2 atmosphere. The samples are stored in an Ar glove box or N2 box and 

immediately submitted for annealing.  

The samples are characterized using a JEOL 7000 field emission electron microscope 

(FESEM) in secondary electron imaging (SEI) mode, and an atomic force microscope (AFM) in 

contact mode. Image analysis is performed using ImageJ[71] image analysis software.  

2.3 Optimizing pre-etch conditions 

Initial attempts at producing porous Ge films result in low etching coverage and large 

reflective regions visible on the surface. The low etching coverage prevents the production of 

repeatable porous Ge films, so adjustments to pre-etching procedure are implemented to enhance 

the etching coverage of the porous Ge films. The porous Ge films are produced with an etching 

recipe with a forward bias current density of 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and a reverse bias current density of 

1.54 mA/cm
2
. Unless stated otherwise, the electrolyte used for these experiments consists of 40 

mL of 48% HF and 8 mL of ethanol. A DC etch step before the bipolar duty cycle is not used for 
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the samples coated in photoresist. The AFM is performed taken over 5, 90 x 90 µm
2
 areas and 

the RMS roughness is an average of the 5 RMS roughness values of those randomly chosen 

areas. 

The Ge wafers are originally coated in photoresist before dicing the wafer into 2 cm x 2 

cm squares. Before etching, the photoresist coated Ge pieces are washed with 3 cycles of 

successive room temperature acetone and isopropyl alcohol washes to remove the photoresist 

from the surface. Initially, this photoresist coating is suspected to be leaving contamination on 

the surface and reducing the etching coverage of porous Ge films. Different solvent washing 

regimes are attempted to ensure removal of any photoresist. The number of acetone and 

isopropyl alcohol washes are increased from 3 to 5, the samples are washed in boiling acetone 

and isopropyl alcohol and an industrial photoresist cleaning agent, PG REMOVER (Microchem), 

are attempted on different Ge pieces before the etching procedure. Low etching coverage is still 

Figure 2.2 (a) Optical image of a representative porous Ge sample produced with a Ge 

wafer without a photoresist coating and without the pore initiation step. (b) Optical image 

of representative porous Ge sample produced with the pore initiation step. Arrows 

pointing to reflective areas inside the etched circle are indicative of local macro-scale 

surface defects, and the etched and unetched areas of the Ge sample are labeled in both 

images.  
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observed in samples etched with any of the different photoresist removal procedures. To remove 

the possibility of photoresist contamination on the Ge surface, new Ge wafers are not coated in 

photoresist. Samples are previously coated in photoresist to protect the surface during wafer 

dicing. Therefore, the new wafers, without the photoresist coating, are scribed and fractured by 

hand rather than mechanically diced. This allows the use of Ge wafers without any photoresist 

and removes the possibility of carbon contamination from the surface.  

An experiment is devised to determine if an initial rougher Ge surface leads to an 

enhanced etching coverage. The Ge surface is attempted to be roughened with a short (2 min), 

low current density (0.39 mA/cm
2
) etch step before the main etch recipe (pore initiation step). 

Etching bare Ge samples results in low etch coverage and large reflective defects visible on the 

surface, as seen in Figure 2.1 (a). Plan-view SEM images of the porous Ge is seen in Figure 2.3 

Figure 2.3 (a and b) Plan-view SEM images of the surface defects 

observed on the surface of a sample produced without the pore 

initiation step. (c and d) Plan-view SEM images of the surface 

defects observed of the surface defects of a porous Ge sample 

produced with a pore initiation step. 
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(a and b). Etching a porous Ge sample with the pore initiation step duty cycle immediately prior 

to bipolar etching step is seen in Figure 2.1 (b) and 2.3 (c and d). As seen in Figure 2.1 (a and b), 

the etching coverage of the sample etched without the pore initiation step is ~50%, but the 

etching coverage of the sample etched with the pore initiation step is ~90%. The etching 

coverage is observed to be visibly increased, but the reflective macro-scale defects are observed 

on the sample surface regardless of the pore initiation step. To understand the effect of the DC 

etch step, the surface roughness of a Ge surface only etched with the DC etch step is measured 

with AFM and can be seen in Figure 2.3. The average rms surface roughness is 7.2 ± 0.7 nm. For 

comparison, an epi-ready wafer has an RMS roughness of ~3 nm. The reflective macro-scale 

defects seen in Figure 2.1 (a and b) are also observed on other samples and are characterized by 

plan-view SEM. A representative reflective surface defect on a porous Ge sample is seen in the 

SEM images in Figure 2.5 (a and b). As seen in Figure 2.5 (a), the defects have large etch pits 

Figure 2.4 Representative AFM scan of a Ge wafer 

etched with the DC pore initiation step. 
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randomly distributed along their surface. Additionally, a rough surface on the surface defect can 

be observed in Figure 2.5 (b). The tilted plan-view of the surface defect in Figure 2.5 (b) is direct 

evidence that the defects are a higher height relative to the rest of the porous Ge microstructure. 

The surface defects are visible on the porous Ge surface even after the use of the pore 

initiation step, seen in Figure 2.1 (b). The SEM images of surface defects in Figure 2.5 (a and b) 

gives insight into the cause of the defects. Without the use of an electric potential, the electrolyte 

chemically etches the Ge working electrode with an etching preference towards Ge anisotropy. 

The Ge is chemically etched faster in the <111> direction [59, 64, 72] which leads to the 

production of inverse pyramid-shaped etch pits. This phenomenon is evident in the macro-scale 

defect regions observed on the porous Ge surface. As seen in Figure 2.5 (a), the unetched 

plateaus have large etch pits randomly distributed along the surface defect. Additionally, a rough 

surface over the surface defect can be observed in Figure 2.5 (b). This is clear evidence of a lack 

of electrochemical etching in the effected regions and a preference for random chemical 

dissolution. The macro-scale defects remain on the surface even after the DC etch step addition 

Figure 2.5 (a) Plan-view SEM image of a porous Ge samples with a representative macro-

scale defect in the etched area. The unetched plateau can be seen as a reflective area in the 

etched area in the inset picture. (b) Tilted plan-view SEM image of a plateau edge. 
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into the etching process; therefore, the cause of the macro-scale surface defects can not be 

completely explained by a lack of surface roughness. 

The AFM of the Ge wafer etched with a DC etch step in Figure 2.4 gives direct evidence 

of a rougher wafer surface comparing an RMS roughness of ~7 nm for the DC etch Ge to ~3 nm 

epi-ready Ge. The implementation of the DC etch step increases the etching coverage of the 

porous Ge sample and reduces the occurrence of the macro-scale surface defects, as seen in 

Figure 2.1 (a and b). An initial rough Ge surface is advantageous when considering the 

electrochemical pore etching mechanism. When considering electrochemical etching of the Ge 

surface, the electric field drives the electrochemical dissolution of the Ge surface.[33] At the low 

applied potentials used in these experiments, the electric field concentrates at specific surface 

defects and randomly produces electrochemically etched pores.[33, 63] When starting with an 

epi-ready surface, the defects available for the electric field to concentrate on are the surface 

ledges available due to the 6° off-cut of the wafer. Though the surface ledges are periodic, the 

extremely low surface roughness of an epi-ready wafer apparently makes it difficult for an 

electric field to produce repeatable pore pits across the entire etched area. In the Ge system, the 

pore pits need to be produced through the initial pore initiation step and maintained through the 

chemical dissolution occurring during the electrochemical pore etching process. Once the pore 

pits are formed, the electric field then further concentrates on the newly formed pore pits to etch 

the pores further into the Ge substrate. Maintaining more uniform pore initiation is simply 

assisted with a rougher starting surface since the initial pore pits are previously produced 

throughout the etched area. This leads to more uniform mesoporous Ge coverage across the 

etched area. The use of a rough starting surface is also used in porous Si literature[47] and has 
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the same electrochemical basis as the porous Ge pore initiation step. Utilizing a rougher surface 

to start the pore pits uniformly across the sample is advantageous in both the Si and Ge system. 

In the production of porous Ge, the pre-etching procedure is optimized with the addition 

of a pore initiation step before the bipolar etch recipe. The addition of a pore initiation step leads 

to enhanced etching coverage and a reduction in the occurrence of the marco-scale surface 

defects. 

2.4 Optimizing parameters during the bipolar etch 

This section focuses on the optimizations made to the bipolar etching procedure for 

enhanced porous Ge uniformity. The Ge back contact, electrolyte agitation, electrolyte 

concentration and reverse bias current density are adjusted to achieve a more uniform porous Ge 

films. 

Samples in this experimental series are etched following the DC initiation step. The first 

etch step used +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and –J = 1.54 mA/cm

2
 with an etch time of 2 hours, and the 

second the first etch step used +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and –J = 1.54 mA/cm

2
 with a total etch time of 

30 minutes. Samples in this experimental series are etched with the previous jig design in Figure 

2.1 (a), so any variation in back contact is made without adjusting the rest of the etching jig. 

In attempts to produce repeatable porous Ge films, it was observed that there can be 

visible color variations in the porous Ge microstructure. This observation is concerning since 

color differences in porous Si are reported to relate to variations in the microstructure’s 

porosity.[12] The color variation is characterized to understand how the color variation relates to 

the porous Ge microstructure, and the etching jig’s back contact is adjusted to reduce any 

microstructure variability from sample to sample. 
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In etching porous Ge films under the same etching conditions, color variations are 

observed from run to run, as seen in Figure 2.6 (a). To reduce the variability between samples, a 

porous Ge sample is etched with a Cu plate back contact with all other etching parameters 

constant. The large color swings within the etched area can reveal large pore size variations as 

observed in the plan-view SEM in Figure 2.6 (a). The sample produced with the Cu plate back 

contact has less color variability and lower pore size variations as evidenced in Figure 2.6 (b). In 

the electrochemical etching jig, the Ge cathode is originally contacted on the back with a 

conductive adhesive aluminum tape, as seen in Figure 2.1 (a). Additionally, the conductive 

adhesive is observed to melt onto the soft Al backing and the Ge cathode after the etching 

procedure is complete.  

The etching nonuniformity observed when utilizing a conductive adhesive is caused by 

the nonuniform Ge back contact. The conductive adhesive melting via Joule heating is changing 

the contact area and therefore producing a nonuniform electric field. Variations in the back 

contact resistivity change the uniformity of the applied potential field during the etch of the 

Figure 2.6 (a) Plan-view SEM image of a porous Ge samples etched with conductive 

adhesive tape as the working electrode back contact. (b) Plan-view SEM image of a 

porous Ge samples etched with a copper plate as the working electrode back contact.  

Inset images show the corresponding optical images of each sample.  
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porous Ge samples. Any variation in locally applied potential at the Ge-electrolyte interface 

applies local variations in etching conditions to different areas of the Ge electrode.[12, 46, 73, 

74] Differences in the local etching conditions contribute to the larger pore size observed in 

samples etched with the conductive adhesive Ge contact. The variation in etching conditions 

leads to color variation in the final porous Ge microstructure since the color is highly dependent 

on the pore size or porosity of the microstructure.[12] These results also explain the reduced 

color variation and smaller pore size variability observed in the porous Ge etched with the Cu 

plate back contact. Without random contact area or resistance variations during the etching 

procedure, the electric field is much more uniform. This causes the application of uniform 

etching conditions and leads to smaller pore size variability and reduced color variability in the 

final porous Ge film. The back contact uniformity is critical to uniformity in porous Ge etching 

for the same reasons as it is in porous Si etching.[46, 74] The application of a uniform electric 

field is critical to a uniform porous microstructure in the Ge and Si systems.  

The agitation profile of the electrolyte is also investigated as a potential cause of surface 

nonuniformity. The electrolyte agitation is systematically tested in this experimental series to 

determine if increased etching speed leads to more uniform porous Ge films. Samples in this 

experimental series are etched with the DC initiation step. The first etch step uses +J = 0.39 

mA/cm
2 
and –J = 1.54 mA/cm

2
 with an etch time of 2 hours. The etching jig in use for this 

experiment is seen in Figure 2.1 (b). The electrolyte consists of 60 mL of 48% HF and 6 mL of 

ethanol. The agitation speed of the electrolyte is changed via different sized magnetic stir bars at 

the spin speed of ~1500 rpm. The spin bar for the low speed is 2 mm and the spin bar used for 

high agitation is 15 mm.  
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As seen in the previous optical images, the macro-scale surface defects are seen on every 

sample, so an increased agitation profile is suspected to reduce the surface defect count. A 

systematic study is performed with different electrolyte agitation speeds while keeping all other 

etching parameters constant. SEM images of the samples can be seen in Figure 2.7 (a – c). 

Porous Ge samples are etched with no agitation, low agitation and high agitation. Like in 

previous experiments, the porous Ge films produced with no, low and high agitation contained 

the macro-scale defects in the etched region. However, the high speed electrolyte agitation 

experiment produced porous Ge films with cracking and delamination of the microstructure. The 

low speed stirring experiment still produces macro-scale defects observed in the other 

experiments, but there is no cracking or delamination observed in the porous Ge film. 

These results give additional insight into the cause of the locally larger pore size observed 

in Figure 2.6 (a). The large pore size observed in the discolored area of the porous Ge film in 

Figure 2.6 (a) is a result of the off-center agitation profile used during the etching process. The 

inconsistent etch results produced from sample to sample are caused by a combination of the 

back contact nonuniformity and variations in the electrolyte agitation. The offset agitation profile 

Figure 2.7 (a-c) Plan-view SEM image of a porous Ge samples etched with no agitation, 

low agitation and high agitation, respectively. (c) Low magnification plan-view image of a 

porous Ge sample etched with high agitation, with an inset showing a crack in the porous 

microstructure at a higher magnification.  
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caused local regions of higher agitation which produced local microstructures more susceptible 

to cracking. Areas with higher agitation experienced more contact with the highly concentrated 

HF electrolyte which caused local cracking as seen in the locally larger pore size in Figure 2.6 

(a).  

The sensitivity of the porous microstructure to electrolyte agitation can be explained with 

electrolyte depletion and chemical dissolution during long etch times. With the dissolution of Ge 

via electrochemical and chemical etching, the local depletion of the F
-
 ions occurs in the 

solution. With higher electrolyte agitation, the F
-
 ions are constantly replenished and speed up 

the local electropolishing occurring via chemical dissolution of the Ge pore walls. The increased 

rate of electropolishing leads to a local porosity increase and makes the porous Ge more 

susceptible to cracking and delamination upon solvent evacuation. The reduced exposure of 

highly concentrated electrolyte to the porous Ge surface explains why the porous microstructure 

does not show cracking or delamination when etched with reduced or no electrolyte agitation. 

The dependence of microstructure stability on the electrolyte agitation has not been reported in 

Si literature. It is important to note that the porous Ge porosity is always higher than what is 

reported in porous Si literature, and this higher porosity may contribute to the observations of 

porous Ge instability in this study.  

To understand chemical dissolution during electrochemical etching, the surface states of 

Ge and Si must be considered. After each electrochemical etch cycle, the entire Si surface is 

covered in a hydride layer without the need for a reverse bias step. This hydride layer makes the 

surface hydrophobic and presents a thermodynamic barrier for further chemical dissolution. 

Considering the surface state of the Ge surface during electrochemical etching, the Ge surface is 

always covered in an oxide, hydroxide or fluoride which are all soluble in aqueous 
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electrolytes.[67] With bipolar etching, the reverse bias step produces a hydride terminated porous 

Ge surface. Unlike in Si where the hydride layer occurs immediately after each etch cycle, the 

Ge surface must be forced into hydride termination through the reverse bias step.[16, 67] 

However, a recent report by Tutashkanko and coworkers,[33] estimates that the hydride 

termination only covers the tips of the pores. This indicates that the pore walls eventually revert 

to the chemically soluble oxide, hydroxide or fluoride termination and are susceptible to 

chemical dissolution during the bipolar etching regime. This competition between 

electrochemical pore formation and chemical dissolution of the microstructure is specific to 

germanium and explains the sensitivity of the porous microstructure to electrolyte agitation. The 

microstructure’s dependence on the electrolyte agitation is another example showing the 

difficulty in producing a stable and uniform mesoporous Ge film. 

The concentration of the electrolyte is also investigated as a potential cause of surface 

nonuniformity. Samples in this experimental series are etched with the DC initiation step. The 

first etch step used +J = 0.39 mA/cm
2 
and –J = 1.54 mA/cm

2
 with an etch time of 2 hours, and 

the second step used +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and –J = 1.54 mA/cm

2
 with a total etch time of 30 

minutes. The electrolyte consisted of 48% HF and ethanol at different ratios with a total volume 

of 66 mL. 

Porous Ge samples are etched with different HF:ethanol ratios in the electrolyte with all 

other parameters constant. The concentration of the HF:ethanol in the electrolyte is changed from 

10:1 to 5:1 to 1:1. As seen in Figure 2.8, the films produced with higher HF concentrations are 

found to be stable after the etching procedure, but the porous Ge produced with a HF:ethanol 

ratio of 1:1 are observed to have cracking throughout the mesoporous film. There is no cracking 

or film delamination observed in the stable films produced with 10:1 and 5:1 electrolyte ratios.  
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Reducing the electrolyte concentration from the standard ~48% HF has a negative impact on the 

stability of the mesoporous Ge microstructure.  

These results are interpreted as evidence of electrolyte concentration having an affect on 

the final mesoporous Ge porosity. Reduced electrolyte concentration is reported in Ge[60] and 

Si[23, 26] literature to result in increased porosity in the final mesoporous film. With a higher 

porosity and less material connected to the bulk Ge, the mechanical stability and strength of the 

porous film is expected to be lower. This weakens the porous Ge microstructure and causes the 

final mesoporous Ge film to be more susceptible to cracking from the capillary pressure applied 

to the microstructure during solvent evacuation.[44] Though the increase in porosity by reducing 

the concentration of HF is observed in porous Si, Ge electrochemical etching also contends with 

the chemical etching of the unstable Ge-Ox in the aqueous electrolyte. The use of low HF 

concentrations is observed to produce stable microstructures in porous Si etching.[35] With the 

observation made in previous experiments with high electrolyte agitation, the chemical 

dissolution of the Ge pore walls occurs in parallel to the electrochemical etching of the pores. 

Therefore, it is this chemical dissolution of the Ge microstructure which causes the difference in 

microstructure stability between porous Si and porous Ge studies. The reduced %HF leads to a 

Figure 2.8. Plan-view SEM images of porous Ge samples etched with an electrolyte 

consisting of a 48% HF : 200 proof ethanol ratio of 10:1, 5:1 and 1:1, from left to right. 
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reduced electrochemical pore etching speed and a lower porous Ge formation rate, but the 

chemical dissolution of the pore walls occurs at the same or a faster rate. This causes the final 

porous Ge microstructure to have a higher porosity and inevitably become unstable. From the 

results in this set of experiments, it is clear that the increased dilution of the electrolyte produces 

a mesoporous film more susceptible to cracking. Based on these and previous experiments, 

stable porous Ge microstructures are produced when the electrolyte concentration is 40 - 48% 

HF. 

To better understand the electrochemical dissolution occurring to the microstructure 

during the bipolar duty cycle, the porous Ge etch rate relative to the etching time and forward 

bias current density are plotted. To produce a thicker microstructure, a series of samples are 

etched at different total etching times and forward bias current densities, respectively. In the 

etching time series, 3 different mesoporous Ge samples are etched with total etching times of 1 

hr, 2.5 hrs and 6.5 hrs at a forward bias current density (+J) of 0.78 mA/cm
2
. In the forward bias 

current density series, 3 different samples are etched with +J of 0.78, 1.54 and 3.12 mA/cm
2
 at a 

total etch time of 2.5 hours.  

Figure 2.9 Tables showing etch rate variation relative to etching time and forward 

bias current density, respectively. 
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Graphs illustrating the etch rate relationship to the etching time and +J can be seen in 

Figure 2.9. A clear trend of decreasing etch rate as the etching time is increased is observed, and 

a trend of increasing etch rate with increasing forward bias current density is observed.  

This indicates that a longer exposure time to the HF electrolyte reduces the porous Ge 

formation rate and is indirect evidence of the chemical dissolution of the microstructure during 

the etching procedure. As described in previous experiments, there is competing electrochemical 

etching occurring at the pore pits and chemical etching occurring at the pore walls. The etch rate 

at the high +J is interesting when comparing the results to typical values observed in porous Si 

literature. These etch rates are very low when comparing the etch rates of ~ 14 nm/min for 

porous Ge to etch rates in porous Si literature above 600 nm/min etched at the same %HF and a 

+J of 5 mA/cm
2
.[17, 26, 75] Even considering only the time spent in forward bias, the etch rate 

would only be ~ 40 nm/min. This is evidence that even with the reduced chemical dissolution 

achieved with the AC etching regime; there is significant competition between the 

electrochemical pore etching and the chemical dissolution of the microstructure. The competing 

electrochemical pore formation and chemical dissolution of the pore walls are substantiated with 

the relatively low etch rates and reduced etch rates observed at longer etch times; observations of 

instability with high electrolyte agitation or low %HF concentration are also supported with this 

conclusion. Therefore, the chemical dissolution of the porous Ge microstructure during the 

electrochemical etching process can lead to instability and nonuniformity in the final 

microstructure and is highly dependent on the etching conditions used. 

In this study, the Ge reverse bias current density is systematically tested as a potential 

cause of the surface defects on the porous Ge samples. Due to the previous experiments 

removing surface contamination as a possible cause, the macro-scale surface defects are thought 
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to be caused by H2 bubble formation during the etching process. Even with a wetting agent 

(ethanol) in the electrolyte, it is unclear if hydrogen could appropriately dissipate from the Ge 

surface. The hydrogen is expected to form during the reverse bias step due to the aggregation of 

hydrogen ions at the Ge surface. After the surface becomes hydride terminated, the extra 

hydrogen ions can then nucleate and produce H2 gas.[33]  

Samples in this experimental series are etched with the DC initiation step. The first etch 

step uses +J = 0.39 mA/cm
2 
and a variable –J, with an etch time of 2 hours. The electrolyte 

consists of 60 mL of 48% HF and 6 mL of ethanol. The sample etched with a DC etch is etched 

with a total etch time of 40 minutes, equivalent to the forward bias time of the other samples. 

The reverse bias current density (-J) is systematically reduced for a series of three 

samples. Photos of 3 representative samples etched at different –J can be seen in Figure 2.10. 

Three repeat samples are etched to determine the average number of defects available on the 

surface with each –J value. The sample etched with a –J = 0 which is a DC etch can be seen in 

Figure 2.10 (a). It is evident that the Ge surface is simply roughened, but the presence of a 

porous microstructure is not observed throughout the entire sample. Additionally, there are no 

surface defects observed. Seen in Figure 2.10 (b), repeated samples etched with a –J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 have 30 ± 17 defects/cm

2
. Repeated samples etched with a –J = 0.39 mA/cm

2
 have 10 ± 

3 defects/cm
2
, seen in Figure 2.10 (c). The reverse bias current density is shown to affect the 

presence of the number of macro-scale surface defects observed in the porous Ge sample.  

In reducing the reverse bias current density (-J) from 1.54 mA/cm
2 
to 0.39 mA/cm

2
, a 

statistically significant reduction is observed in the total number of surface defects in 3 repeated 

samples. Additionally, the removal of the reverse bias step results in a surface without surface 

defects and without a porous microstructure. The results indicate that the macro-scale surface 
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Figure 2.10 (a) Plan-view SEM image of a porous Ge sample etched with a DC duty cycle as 

seen on the right. (b) Representative picture of a porous Ge layer etched with an AC duty 

cycle. (c) Representative picture of a porous Ge layer etched with an AC duty cycle. The 

graphical representation of the duty cycle for each respective sample can be seen on the 

right. 
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defects observed in mesoporous Ge samples are caused by the H
+
 aggregation during the reverse 

bias step. In considering hydrogen gas formation during the electrochemical pore etching of 

porous Ge, it is important to consider what conditions could produce the hydrogen. During the 

forward bias step, F
-
 ions bind to the surface, and with the consumption of holes from the Ge, the 

Ge surface atoms and H
+
 dissolve into the solution. The abundant H

+
 atoms in the solution are 

not likely to form H2 bubble aggregates since the most stable etching product is H2GeF6. As Ge 

ions are dissolved, there are an abundance of GexFy groups for the free H
+
 ions to bind with. 

However, during the reverse bias reaction, the H
+
 ions in solution are bound to the Ge surface 

with the consumption of electrons. This initial Ge surface passivation step does not necessarily 

produce H2 gas, but after there are no additional Ge sites for the H
+
 to bind to, there is still H

+
 

aggregating around the Ge surface. The reverse bias potential drives the aggregating H
+
 ions to 

form H2 gas molecules. It is the constant switching between forward and reverse bias which 

drives the H2 gas formation during the AC electrochemical etching of porous Ge.[33, 60, 63, 67] 

Experimentally, the reduction of–J reduces the driving force for H+ aggregation which leads to 

an overall reduction of the number of defects available on the surface. Hydrogen gas formation is 

a commonly reported problem in Si electrochemical etching[12]. The typical solutions to H2 gas 

generation include high electrolyte agitation or the addition of wetting agents to the etching 

electrolyte. Through the evidence collected during the different porous Ge etching experiments, 

the surface plateaus are produced by the reverse bias step and controlled by the reverse bias 

current density. Therefore, the AC duty cycle leads to H2 nucleation on the surface and blocks 

local surface sites from electrochemical dissolution and causes the raised surface defects. The 

number of surface defects on the final porous Ge microstructure is reduced by lowering the 

reverse bias current density. 
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In section 2.4, the etching parameters are optimized to avoid cracking and reduce the 

surface defects in the final porous Ge microstructure. A nonuniform Ge back contact is found to 

enhance variability between samples via increased local pore size and is remedied by using a 

copper plate back contact. Higher agitation of the electrolyte is observed to produce porous Ge 

microstructure with cracking, so this issue is solved by using reducing the electrolyte agitation 

speed. The electrolyte concentration of ~25% HF is found to cause cracking in the final 

microstructure, but electrolyte concentrations > 40% HF produce stable porous Ge 

microstructure. The macro-scale surface defects are found to be reduced by reducing the reverse 

bias current density in the etching recipe; however, the reverse bias step is still necessary to 

produce a porous microstructure. The information gained from these experiments is used to 

produce a uniform and crack-free porous Ge microstructure. 

2.5 Optimizing post-etch conditions for microstructure stability 

During the post-etch procedure, the solvent evacuation from the porous network is 

investigated as a potential cause of microstructure instability. Initial porous Ge production lead 

to observations of cracking after the etching procedure. The observations of microstructure 

cracking and delamination during the drying of the films lead to the control of the washing and 

drying conditions in the post-etching process. Early porous Ge samples are etched at a ±J of 4.68 

mA/cm
2
, AC cycle time of 1s for both potentials and a total etching time of 60 mins. The 

samples are washed with ethanol and dried in a flowing laboratory hood. To test which solvents 

lead to mesoporous film deformation, duplicate mesoporous Ge films are produced and are each 

washed with solvents of different surface tension and allowed to slowly dry in ambient. After the 

DC etch step, the porous Ge samples are etched at ±J of 3.90 mA/cm
2
, AC cycle time of 1s and 

2s for forward and reverse bias cycle times and a total etching time of 120 mins. After etching, 
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the samples are immediately taken out of the HF and dipped in 3 separate solvent baths. The 

solvent exchange step involves dipping the sample in water for 1 minute followed by ethanol for 

another min and finally hexanes for 5 minutes. Each sample is allowed to dry in air up to 12 

hours. 

Early porous Ge samples showed signs of cracking and film delamination after the 

etching procedure. Examples of cracking and film delamination, after solvent evaporation from 

the porous microstructure, can be seen in Figure 2.11. The porous Ge samples are washed and 

dried after the electrochemical etching procedure to prevent trapped HF and water from 

Figure 2.11 (a-d) Plan-view and cross sectional view of porous Ge films 

showing cracking and delamination following solvent evacuation in 

ambient atmosphere	
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continuing to etch the microstructure. This typically requires washing the film in an HF-soluble 

solvent like water or ethanol and drying the sample to evaporate the solvent from the porous Ge 

network. In order to control the post-etch washing and drying procedure, of the porous Ge 

microstructure, three porous Ge repeated samples are washed with different solvent and dried 

under the same conditions. As seen in Figure 2.12 (a and b), porous Ge samples which are dried 

following washing in water or ethanol, produced cracking in the final porous Ge microstructure. 

In order to produce stable porous Ge films, a solvent exchange procedure is utilized to infiltrate 

the porous Ge films. After hexanes infiltration, the porous Ge films are dried slowly and show no 

signs of collapse, seen in Figure 2.12 (c). The observations of porous Ge cracking after the 

evacuation of high surface tension solvents are clear evidence that the final solvent utilized in the 

post-etch washing and drying of the porous Ge microstructure can prevent cracking in the final 

porous Ge microstructure. 

Figure 2.12 (a-c) Plan-view SEM images of porous Ge samples 

washed with water, ethanol or a solvent exchange sequence, 

respectively. (d-f) Cross-section view SEM images of porous Ge 

samples washed with water, ethanol or a solvent exchange sequence, 

respectively. All samples are slowly dried in ambient. 
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The use of hexanes as a post-etch solvent is supported by previous porous Si 

literature[40] showing that the use of high surface tension solvents can produce cracking and 

collapse in the final porous Si morphology. The capillary pressure applied to the porous 

microstructure can be estimated with the Laplace equation, equation 1.4, which states that the 

capillary pressure is inversely related to the pore size and directly related to the solvent surface 

energy. Considering that the same etching parameters are utilized between three repeated porous 

Ge samples, the only way to reduce the applied capillary pressure is by utilizing a lower surface 

tension solvent. The surface energy of water, ethanol and hexanes is ~ 72 mN/m, ~ 22 mN/m and 

~ 20 mN/m, respectively.[76] With the use of hexanes as the final solvent, the capillary pressure 

applied to the porous Ge is lower compared to using water or ethanol as the final solvent. This 

explains why the porous Ge network remained stable after using the solvent exchange step 

during the post-etching procedure. 

Previous literature on porous Ge production does not report cracking or delamination of 

the porous Ge films. This is likely due to differences in the microstructural parameters such as 

porosity, as variations in the final microstructure porosity can change the experimental 

conditions capable of producing cracking after solvent evacuation. Any direct comparison of 

previous studies to this thesis is difficult due to variations in the etching conditions and etching 

jig configurations used in each study.[33, 60]  The porous Ge films produced in this thesis are 

very sensitive to experimental parameter variations and typically produced cracking if 

parameters are changed too much. This means that the microstructural strength is on the “edge” 

of its capability to withstand the capillary pressure of hexanes evacuation. In comparing these 

results to other literature, it is clear that porous Ge can be sensitive to washing and drying 
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conditions, so it is of the utmost importance for future work in this area to catalog the washing 

and drying conditions in use after the etching procedure. 

This section shows that the porous Ge microstructure can be sensitive to the washing and 

drying conditions applied after the etching procedure. Washing the microstructure with high 

surface tension solvents like water or ethanol lead to cracking after drying the porous Ge sample. 

By infiltrating the microstructure with a low surface tension solvent like hexanes, crack-free 

porous Ge microstructures are produced. 

With the changes made to the electrochemical etching procedure, it is clear how sensitive 

the porous Ge microstructure is to the specific etching configuration and sample processing 

conditions. The typical electrochemical etching production parameters related to ensuring an 

even electric field distribution are important to the reproducibility of both porous Si and porous 

Ge microstructures. These parameters include ensuring uniform electrode contacts and beginning 

the electrochemical pore etching with a rough semiconductor surface. Additionally, controlling 

the washing and drying of the porous microstructure is important to avoid microstructure 

deformation. Infiltrating the microstructure with a low surface energy solvent and controlling the 

solvent drying is seen in both porous Si and porous Ge to be a pathway to avoid deformation in 

the final microstructure. Etching parameters that are strictly important for the production of 

porous Ge are related to the sensitivity of Ge’s surface in aqueous electrolytes. These parameters 

include the electrolyte agitation and the electrolyte concentration. Compared to porous Si 

production, special care must be taken to reduce the chemical dissolution of the porous Ge 

surface during the electrochemical etching process, beyond just the use of an AC duty cycle. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

EVOLUTION OF POROUS GE MICROSTRUCTURE DURING HIGH TEMPERATURE 

ANNEALING 

 

3.1 Chapter Overview 

Porous Ge annealing experiments are performed to find experimental conditions which 

lead to pore coalescence while maintaining subsurface porosity. This chapter details the 

microstructure evolution of mesoporous Ge films during high temperature annealing. In section 

3.3, Systematic annealing experiments are performed to determine microstructural, annealing 

and sample processing parameters leading to beneficial microstructure coalescence. Porous Ge 

films with variations in thicknesses, multi-layers and porosity are annealed to determine the role 

of the original microstructure on the progression towards pore coalescence. In section 3.4, 

annealing the porous Ge samples with capping layers is performed to understand the function of 

vapor transport during high temperature annealing. In section 3.5, experiments involving an 

oxide treatment are performed to verify if the surface state controlled pore coalescence during 

high temperature annealing. 

3.2 Methods 

Porous Ge samples are annealed in 3 different annealing chambers. The first annealing 

chamber used is an ultra high vacuum (UHV) molecular beam epitaxy reactor. The samples are 

placed in a transfer chamber before being transferred to the main chamber, and the samples are 

baked at 250ºC for 2 hours in UHV. The samples are then transferred to the main annealing 

chamber where desired temperatures are reached with a heating rate of 60ºC/min. The 

temperature of the Ge sample is determined via a thermal probe on a test Si wafer. The second 

annealing chamber used is an atmospheric pressure hydride vapor phase epitaxy system 
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(HVPE).[4] The sample is placed in a connected chamber outside of the heating zone. When the 

heating zone comes to the desired temperature, the sample is transferred directly into the heating 

zone via a quartz plate. The third annealing chamber used is an atmospheric pressure chemical 

vapor deposition system.[77, 78] The samples are placed on a graphite puck directly underneath 

the system’s temperature probe. The chamber is heated to the desired temperature at a rate of 

5ºC/min under constantly flowing H2 gas. 

3.3 Annealing porous Ge with variations in microstructure 

This section details experiments performed to deduce the role of the original porous Ge 

microstructure on the microstructure evolution during high temperature annealing. Different 

sample preparation procedures are utilized to determine microstructural parameters enabling to 

pore coalescence. The initial experiments focus on annealing thin, single layer porous Ge 

microstructures. Porous Ge microstructures with large surface features are subsequently annealed 

to determine if large surface features inhibit surface coalescence. Porous Ge double layers with 

total thickness variations are annealed to determine if thicker microstructures impact the 

microstructure’s ability to coalesce. Annealing of porous Ge double layers with changes to total 

layer thickness and multiple layers is also performed. Finally, a porous Ge sample is prepared 

with etching conditions conducive to reduced porosity and annealed to determine the impact on 

the microstructure’s evolution during high temperature annealing. 

A baseline annealing result is necessary for any subsequent determination of 

microstructural change necessary to achieve a coalesced surface and embedded porosity, so 

initial experiments in annealing porous Ge samples utilized thin mesoporous Ge single layers 

with thicknesses around 500 nm. The porous Ge samples are etched with a single etch step with a 

±J of 4.68 mA/cm
2 
and a total etching time of 60 mins. The samples are washed with ethanol and 
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dried in air. Single layer porous Ge samples are annealed in the temperature range of 500 – 

700°C in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) with flowing H2 atmosphere.  

Plan-view images of the single layer mesoporous Ge samples are seen in Figure 3.1 (a). 

Representative micrographs of the as-etched porous Ge films is seen in Figure 3.1 (a and b) and 

annealed films can be seen in Figure 3.1 (c and d). Two microstructural archetypes are observed 

after annealing. At low temperatures, the surface pores appear to have coarsened, and at 700ºC, 

there is significant surface coarsening and microstructure densification observed in all annealed 

samples. There are no signs of surface coalescence with the thin, single layer porous Ge films, so 

the porous Ge films are not undergoing Rayleigh instability during the shape evolution process. 

The microstructure is simply coarsening and producing a rough surface layer.  

Figure 3.1 (a and b) Representative plan-view and cross 

section view SEM images of as-etched single layer porous 

Ge samples. (c and d) Representative plan-view and cross 

section view SEM images of single layer porous Ge 

samples annealed at 700°C, 15 mins under H2 in UHV.  
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The annealing experiments of thin, single layer porous Ge microstructures are interesting 

due to the original microstructure utilized for these experiments. The only previous successful 

attempt at producing a coalesced porous Ge surface utilizes a thick (> 1 µm) porous Ge film with 

a double layer microstructure.[15] However, the large thickness and double layer porous Ge 

microstructures are not theoretical requirements for pore shape evolution kinetics. As described 

by Nichols and Mullins, the theoretical requirement for a cylinder to become unstable and pinch-

off into individual spheres via surface diffusion is an aspect ratio > 14.4.[54, 55] Assuming the 

porous Ge microstructure can be treated as an isotropic, cylindrical pore network, this thin 

single-layer porous Ge sample met the Rayleigh instabilities requirements for pore pinch off. The 

lack of pore coalescence after annealing means that pore coarsening occurred before Rayleigh 

instabilities could pinch off the pore walls into individual pores and produce a coalesced surface 

layer. Therefore, other microstructural changes such as thicker and multi-layer microstructures 

are explored to enable Rayleigh instabilities of the pore walls before pore coarsening became the 

dominant pore wall transformation process.   

In order to increase the likelihood that Rayleigh instability occurs fast enough to prevent 

pore wall coarsening from dominating the shape evolution process, a two-fold approach is taken. 

Thicker mesoporous Ge films are produced to further increase the aspect ratio of the pores in the 

films. Additionally, a double layer porous structure is produced to locally change the curvature 

within the porous Ge microstructure. Porous Ge multilayer films are produced by adding a 

second etch step with a higher +J than the first etch step. Porous Ge samples etched for this 

annealing study are produced with 2 consecutive bipolar etching profiles: DC etch step with +J = 

0.39 mA/cm
2
 and total etch time = 2 min, etch step one with +J = 0.78 mA/cm

2 
and –J = 1.56 

mA/cm
2
 and total etch time = 2 hours, etch step two with +J = 1.56 mA/cm

2 
and –J = 1.56 
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mA/cm
2
 and total etch time = 30 min. These samples are produced before the implementation of 

the solvent exchange step, so the samples are washed with ethanol and dried in air. Annealing is 

performed in the HVPE reactor at 750°C for 60 mins under H2 atmosphere.  

The double layer morphology can be seen in Figure 3.2(a). The initial surface of the 

mesoporous Ge double layer has ~250 nm surface fissures across the entire etched area. It is 

important to understand if large surface feature size impedes the surface pore coalescence during 

annealing. The porous Ge sample is annealed and can be seen in Figure 3.2(c). The fissures on 

the porous Ge surface became larger after the annealing treatment. 

ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐴 𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛(
2𝜋𝑥

𝜆
) (3.1) 

 

𝐴(𝑡) = 𝐴 0 𝑒
/^_(

-`a
b
)cd

 (3.2) 

The surface fissures are the largest feature on the starting porous Ge surface. Assuming 

surface transport is the only diffusion pathway, equation 3.1 and 3.2 can describe the surface 

leveling kinetics of an isotropic surface with small, evenly distributed undulations. Equation 3.1 

describes the surface height (h) relative to a location (x) changing over time (t). Surface feature 

size is described with the lengthscale of the surface undulations (λ) and the exponential decay 

Figure 3.2 (a and b) Representative cross section and plan-view SEM images of as-etched 

double layer porous Ge samples. The inset in (b) shows the cracking on the surface at a 

lower magnification. (c) Representative plan-view and SEM images of the double layer film 

annealed at 750°C, 60 mins in H2. Arrows in (b and c) indicate the relative change in 

distance between fissures on the microstructure surface. 
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function (A(t)). Equation 3.2 describes the relationship between the surface leveling as a function 

of time with the exponential decay function where B
s
 is the surface diffusion coefficient. 

Equation 3.2 gives the relationship between the lengthscale of surface perturbations and the time 

required to level the undulations as t ∝(1/ λ)4
. As described in equation 3.1 and 3.2, surface 

leveling kinetics are limited by the largest feature on the surface.[54] Therefore, a ~250 nm 

surface fissure effectively takes a far longer amount of time than the mesopores to flatten into a 

smoother surface, so leveling of the surface during annealing would be inhibited by the large 

surface feature flattening much slower than the rest of surface features. The additional time 

required to flatten a large surface feature is only an issue due to the eventual densification of the 

porous microstructure. As annealing of the microstructure continues, the coarsening of the pore 

walls simply advances further. Physically, this means that the pores are driven to merge with 

larger pores already trapped in the microstructure or merge with the free surface. Pores 

effectively annihilate when merged with the free surface, and this process contributes to overall 

porous microstructure densification during annealing. The annealed porous Ge microstructures in 

Figure 3.1 and 3.2 do not produce a dense layer and individually pinched off pores, so the pore 

annihilation with the surface contributes to overall microstructure densification during annealing. 

This is also evidenced by the thickness reduction from ~300 to ~100 nm, seen in Figure 3.1 (b 

and d). Due to these observations, it is important to begin with a smooth and uniform 

mesoporous Ge film in order to enable the surface to coalesce into a low roughness Ge film.  

After implementing the post-etch solvent exchange technique and slow ambient drying 

described in chapter 2, the porous Ge multilayer films have a smooth surface and could be 

repeated for additional annealing experiments. These double layer porous Ge films have the 

same etching conditions as the ones in Figure 3.2 but have the solvent exchange washing a 
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drying step after the etching procedure. A representative porous Ge double layer is seen in Figure 

3.3(a). Porous Ge multilayers are annealed in the temperature range of 650 – 782°C for 60 

minutes. As seen in Figure 3.3(b), annealing at 650ºC shows early signs of pore coarsening at the 

surface with no surface pore coalescence. Though cross sectioning of the sample in Figure 3.3 

(b) causes the porous film to delaminate from the bulk, coalescence is seen, but it is located 

below the surface. This sub-surface microstructure coalescence is the first instance of Rayleigh 

instabilities in annealing porous Ge films, in this study. The sample annealed at 750ºC in Figure 

3.3 (c) shows no surface coalescence and further microstructure densification. 

The double layer porous Ge microstructure is used to initiate a local change in the 

microstructure to try to adjust where Rayleigh instabilities occurs within the film thickness.  A 

local change in the microstructure correlates with a local change in curvature within the porous 

Ge films and increases the local diffusion potential within the microstructure. This local increase 

in diffusion potential is expected to effectively speed up the local shape transformation and assist 

in producing a coalesced surface rather than a rough, coarsened porous Ge surface.  Though 

initial annealing experiments show that coalesced porous layers form at high temperatures, the 

Figure 3.3 (a) Representative cross section view SEM images of stabilized as-etched double 

layer porous Ge samples. The inset in (a) shows a high magnification image of the surface. (b 

and c) show cross section view SEM images of annealed porous Ge double layers at 650°C 

and 750°C, 60 mins in H2. respectively. The inset in (c) shows the coarsened surface of the 

annealed microstructure. 
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microstructure coalescence forms closer to Ge bulk substrate. Due to these results, other samples 

with further changes to the porous Ge microstructure are also annealed at high temperatures in 

order to understand if the microstructure is the controlling parameter for surface pore 

coalescence. 

In an attempt to further increase the porous Ge shape transformation kinetics and force 

pore coalescence at the surface of the porous Ge microstructure, the total thickness of the porous 

Ge microstructure is changed with separate changes to the +J of the etch recipe or the etching 

time. The samples etched with variations in +J all have the same general etch recipe as described 

for the samples in Figure 3.3 but with variations to the +J of etch recipe 2 and 3. The +J used for 

each of the 3 samples is 0.78 mA/cm
2
, 1.54 mA/cm

2
, and 3.09 mA/cm

2
. The +J for etch recipe 3 

is always 0.78 mA/cm
2
 higher than the +J for etch recipe 2. The duty cycle times and total 

etching time is never changed. The samples etched with variations in etching time are all etched 

Figure 3.4 (a - c) Representative cross section view SEM images of porous Ge films etched 

with +J = 0.78, 1.56 and 3.12 mA/cm
2
, respectively. (d – f) Representative cross section view 

SEM images of the corresponding annealed microstructures for (a– c), respectively. All samples 

are annealed at 750°C, 60 mins in H2.  
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with the same etching recipe as the samples in Figure 3.3, but the total etching time of recipe 2 is 

changed from 0.5, 2 and 6 hours. All samples are annealed at 750ºC for 60 min under H2 

atmosphere in the HVPE reactor.  

As seen in Figure 3.4 (a – c) and 3.5 (a – c), independently increasing the forward bias 

current density or the total etching time increases the total porous Ge thickness. Even though 

different etching routes produced porous Ge films with increased total thickness, the morphology 

variation between the layers is obvious in the sample etched with increased etching time in 

Figure 3.5 (c), relative to the sample etched with a higher +J in Figure 3.4 (c). The sample in 

Figure 3.5 (c) has a sponge-like morphology near the surface and a clear transition to columnar-

shaped pores closer to the bulk Ge, but the sample in Figure 3.4 (c) does not have a visibly 

identifiable change from the sponge-like morphology. The annealing results are seen in Figure 

3.4 (d-f) and 3.5 (d-f). As seen in Figure 3.4 and 3.5, the thicker microstructures do not lead to a 

Figure 3.5 (a - c) Representative cross section view SEM images of porous Ge films 

etched with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2
 and total etch time = 1, 2.5 and 6.5hrs, respectively. (c – e) 

Representative cross section view SEM images of the corresponding annealed 

microstructures for (a– c), respectively. All samples are annealed at 750°C, 60 mins in H2.  
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coalesced Ge surface, but there is evidence of subsurface microstructure coalescence in Figure 

3.5 (f).  

All of the porous Ge microstructures are annealed in order to determine if the total porous 

Ge thickness or the change in etching parameters would influence the pore coalescence during 

annealing. The increased microstructure thickness observed with increased etching time and +J is 

in line with previous porous Ge[59, 60] and porous Si literature.[16, 26, 35, 79] As seen in the 

annealing results in Figure 3.4 and 3.5, the thicker microstructures do not lead to a coalesced Ge 

surface, but they have a similar microstructure to the annealed double layer morphology seen in 

Figure 3.3 (b and c). The total thickness of the film does not enable pore coalescence after 

annealing, but the porous Ge microstructure with thinner original thicknesses like in Figure 3.5 

(c) only produced a coarsened microstructure after annealing. Under these sample preparation 

and etching conditions, it is evident that thicker microstructures enable pore coalesce, but that 

thicker porous Ge microstructures are not the sole controlling factor for surface coalescence. 

Even though none of the samples produce surface coalescence as seen in previous porous Si[19] 

and porous Ge[15] literature, there is evidence of Rayleigh instabilities in one of the annealed 

samples. The porous Ge etched with a 6.5 hour etching time in Figure 3.5 (c) has clear local 

morphological variation in the microstructure, and after annealing, the subsurface pore 

coalescence in Figure 3.5 (f) is very well defined compared to the densifying layers observed in 

previous annealed double layer microstructures in Figure 3.3 – 3.4. This is evidence that the 

double layer can enable microstructure coalescence even if it is not at the surface. Though the 

surface coalescence is not achieved strictly by the double layer microstructure, these results are 

evidence that the double layer can enable pore coalescence near the local microstructure 

variation under these etching and annealing conditions. Local morphological variation leading to 
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enhancement of microstructure coalescence is also observed in porous Si multilayer annealing 

literature.[14] This is due to the morphological changes relating to local curvature changes which 

lead to a local enhancement of diffusion kinetics. Since the pore wall coarsening is in 

competition with Rayleigh instabilities induced pore pinch-off, the diffusion kinetics at the start 

of annealing the porous Ge microstructure determine which process dominates the 

morphological shape evolution. Therefore, an enhancement of surface diffusion kinetics enables 

microstructure coalescence via Rayleigh instabilities.[14] 

Due to observations of the porous Ge layer coalescing near the bulk Ge rather than the 

surface, it is hypothesized that the double layer morphology is contributing to the shape 

evolution. Changes to the etching conditions are made to adjust the original double layer 

morphology which produced a range of total layer thicknesses and layer to layer transitions.  The 

relative layer location in the double layer microstructure is defined as thickness ratio (TR) which 

is the ratio between the top layer thickness and the total film thickness. The TR is between 0 and 

Figure 3.6 pore coalescence results of porous Ge double layer microstructures of different 

layer thickness and thickness ratio after annealing in H2. 
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1, and a TR > 0.5 has a thicker top layer and a TR < 0.5 has a thicker bottom layer. The exact 

etching conditions for each of the annealed samples are located in Appendix A. All samples are 

annealed at 750ºC for 60 mins in H2 atmosphere in the HVPE reactor.  

The annealing results are collected in Figure 3.6. Micrographs of representative porous 

Ge samples with high and low TR with corresponding annealed samples can be seen in Figure 3.7 

(a - d). The porous Ge multilayer samples with variation in total thickness and TR do not produce 

coalescence near the surface and could only produce coalescence near the bulk of the 

mesoporous Ge substrate.  

In reviewing the annealing results in Figure 3.6 and 3.7, it is evident that coalescence 

does not occur near the surface, but there are cases of coalesced layers forming close to the bulk 

Figure 3.7 (a and b) Cross section-view SEM of as-etched and an annealed porous Ge 

films, respectively, with TR = 0.2. (c and d) Cross section-view SEM of as-etched and an 

annealed porous Ge films, respectively, with TR = 0.7. 
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substrate. These results are similar to what is observed in previous porous Ge multilayer 

annealing attempts in figure 3.3 – 3.5. The layer to layer transition in multilayer macroporous 

films is seen in porous Si literature to influence where pore coalescence occurs; however, pore 

coalescence only occurring near the bulk has not been reported in porous Si literature.[14] From 

these results it is concluded that under these sample preparation conditions, the double layer 

thickness and thickness ratio are not the controlling parameters for surface coalescence in porous 

Ge films. Therefore, the enhancement of diffusion kinetics via local curvature change, achieved 

with double layer microstructure, is not sufficient to overcome transport near the free surface and 

pore coarsening. 

Since the previous experiments with porous Ge microstructure thickness and TR do not 

appear to be the controlling parameters for surface pore coalescence, the porous Ge porosity is 

the focus of the next experimental series. Due to previous porous Si experimental data indicating 

microstructure porosity as the controlling factor for surface pore densification, porous Ge 

samples are etched with parameters known in previous porous Si and Ge literature[35] to reduce 

the final microstructure porosity. Porous Si and Ge porosity is typically reduced with a reduced 

forward bias current density and increased %HF concentration.[16, 35, 75] In attempting to 

Figure 3.8 (a) Representative cross section view SEM images of a porous Ge films etched 

with +J = 0.39 mA/cm
2
 and 48% HF, and (b) the corresponding image of the annealed 

porous Ge microstructure.  
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produce porous Ge samples with the the lowest porosity possible, porous Ge films are produced 

using the highest available HF concentration - 48% - and the lowest available +J - 0.39 mA/cm
2
 

– based on equipment and sample size limitations. The –J is 1.54 mA/cm
2
, and the total etching 

time is 2 hours.  

As seen in the SEM image in Figure 3.8 (a), there is not an observably significant 

difference in the surface porosity as samples etched at higher current densities, such as Figure 

3.3 (a). However, it is important to point out that a significant change to the microstructure’s 

porosity is not able to be quantified with these etching parameter changes. The film has a clear 

double layer morphology with a well defined variation in the pore morphology between the top 

and bottom layer. The cross section-view SEM image of the film in Figure 3.8 (b) has well 

defined columnar pores at the lower layer of the microstructure. The annealed mesoporous Ge 

sample can be seen in Figure 3.8 (c). In annealing the porous Ge microstructure, a similar 

annealing morphology is achieved as previous annealing experiments: coarsened pore walls at 

the surface with pore coalescence closer to the bulk and embedded porosity. There is no surface 

pore coalescence observed after annealing this porous Ge microstructure. 

This experiment focuses on reducing the microstructure porosity using etching 

procedures used in previous Si literature.[35] Utilizing a high electrolyte concentration and low 

forward bias current density is also attempted in previous porous Ge literature.[62] It is 

important to point out that when using the 48% HF concentration, the surface pores become too 

small to clearly resolve in the FESEM. This indicates that the surface pores are smaller than the 

instrument’s resolution of ~10 nm, and the increased HF concentration does lead to small surface 

pores in the porous Ge microstructure, though they become impossible to measure with this 

method. Utilizing sample preparation parameters which lead to low porosities and easily 
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coalesced films in porous Si studies[19] do not produce similar results in porous Ge 

microstructures. Making any obvious change to the porous Ge pore density with etching 

parameters investigated proved to be difficult. Porous Ge samples prepared with high %HF and 

low +J etching parameters do not produce surface coalesce with the etching and annealing 

conditions in use. It is important to note that the clear morphological variation between the 

surface and subsurface porous layers enabled pore coalescence below the surface with embedded 

porosity, but this local enhancement of diffusion kinetics via the abrupt curvature change 

between the two pore wall morphologies is not enough to overcome the atomic transport near the 

free surface and coarsening of the pore walls. 

The goal of the experiment is to make a significant reduction to the porosity of the 

microstructure, but it is difficult to consistently quantify the porosity or pore size of the porous 

Ge microstructure. The porosity of porous Si films is typically measured by a gravimetric 

technique involving the difference in weight before and after etching as well as the weight of the 

substrate after the porous film is chemically dissolved.[75] However, the gravimetric technique 

does not work for this study due to the physical size of the substrates used. Due to the use of a 

porous Ge samples with an etched area of 2.54 cm
2 
rather than an entire wafer, the amount of 

material lost is too small for a precision balance to measure. If a 50% porous film of 1 µm 

thickness is etched into a Ge substrate, the theoretical weight loss caused by the porous Ge 

etching is on the order of 0.7 mg which is at the uncertainty of the precision balance available for 

measurements. The uncertainty introduced from this porosity calculation method does not 

consider the Ge substrate loss due to the chemical etching occurring during the electrochemical 

etching process. Accounting for the chemical etching introduces additional uncertainty to the 
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porosity calculation. Therefore, utilizing the gravimetric technique for porosity measurements 

introduces too much uncertainty due to the physical size of the etched area.  

SEM Micrographs are collected of each porous Ge sample, so ImageJ[71] image analysis 

software is utilized to estimate microstructural parameters. Using image analysis of the plan-

view etched area is also difficult in certain samples due to the sample’s particular pore size. 

When etching samples with a 48% HF concentration, the pore size becomes too small to clearly 

resolve in the FESEM which makes porosity measurements impossible. This is evident in Figure 

3.8 (a). Due to the potential porosity gradients in the porous Ge films, measuring the porosity of 

the surface layer is only an estimation of the porosity since the porosity below the surface could 

be different. An example of a plan-view porous Ge image and its corresponding thresholded 

image can be seen in Figure 3.9 (a). It became impossible to measure the porosity of the cross 

section view micrographs taken of the single or double layer porous Ge films due to the uneven 

sectioning of the films. With an uneven cross section, the local contrast variation between the 

pore walls and the pores are change at different areas of the film, and this local variation in 

Figure 3.9 (a) Representative porous Ge plan-view SEM image and the corresponding 

thresholded image. (b) Representative porous Ge cross section view SEM image and the 

corresponding thresholded image.  
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image contrast presents a problem for image analysis. As seen in Figure 3.9 (a), the pore walls 

are visually easier to see closer to the bulk Ge due to a higher contrast between the pore walls 

and pores. These local variations in contrast in the original image make the pore identification in 

the thresholded image impossible, as seen in Figure 3.9 (b). When comparing how the films are 

observed in the thresholded image, Figure 3.9 (b) makes it obvious that an uneven cross section 

can not be analyzed by image analysis software. Attempts to evenly section the film for accurate 

image analysis resulted in film deformation or destruction. As seen in Figure 3.10 (a), utilizing 

the FIB to cross section the film lead to pore channeling and artificial pore widening in the 

porous Ge microstructure. Additionally, the use of an Ar-plasma cross-section polisher produced 

a deformed cross section without visible pores, as seen in Figure 3.10 (b). Due to the limitations 

of image analysis, the FESEM and porous sample preparations, only the porous Ge surface 

porosity and surface pore size distributions are able to be estimated through the image analysis 

process.  

The use of ImageJ image analysis software to determine any variation in porosity or pore 

size distribution is successful in some instances and faulty in others. The determination of 

porosity is a good example of the limitations of this technique. The surface porosity is able to be 

determined in most porous Ge films since the surface is typically low roughness, and the contrast 

Figure	3.10	(a)	FIB	polished	porous	Ge	cross	section.	(b)	Ar	plasma	polished	porous	Ge	

cross	section.	
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between a pore and the Ge pore walls can be identified. Due to the size of the pores, only the 

highest magnification images are used to determine porosity, so the use of this technique for 

porosity determination is only viewing a ~ 5.5 µm
2
 area. As seen in the representative plan-view 

image in Figure 3.9 (a), any surface defect in the original micrograph skews the final porosity 

determination of the plan-view porous area. The pyramid shaped surface defects in 3.9 (a) are 

under-counted in the thresholded image, but the area around the defect is over-counted due to the 

difference in contrast relative to the rest of the sample. The local variations in contrast caused by 

an uneven surface is a limitation in determining the porosity or pore size distribution of the cross 

section view images of the mesoporous Ge microstructure. A representative cross sectioned 

porous Ge microstructure can be seen in Figure 3.9 (b). As seen in Figure 3.9 (b), the thresholded 

image of the cross section view of a porous Ge microstructure ignores a large portion of the 

pores and the pore walls. It is due to the limitations of image analysis that cross sectional images 

can not be used to determine porosity or pore size distributions deeper into the porous 

microstructure. 

Mesoporous semiconductor porosity values are reported in porous Si and porous Ge 

literature to be the controlling factor for pore coalescence during high temperature annealing. 

Previous porous Si studies[19] indicate that porosity values < 40% lead to pore coalescence and 

porous Ge studies[15] indicate that porosity values < 30% lead to pore coalescence during high 

temperature annealing. However, previous porous Ge studies also report the difficulty in 

reducing porous Ge porosity with the typical current density and electrolyte concentration 

parameters used in porous Si studies. As measured by ImageJ image analysis of the measurable 

plan-view SEM images, the surface porosity of the mesoporous Ge layers is estimated around 

50% regardless of the etching parameters. Due to the difficulty in reliably measuring porous Ge 
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porosity, systematic conclusions with the microstructure’s porosity and its ability to coalesce 

have not been made in this study. 

 Since the microstructure porosity quantification is not feasible through the plan-view 

images alone, the pore size variation is the next parameter which is focused on. The pore size is 

determined through the plan-view images in the same way that the porosity is determined – via 

image analysis. All analysis is performed with ImageJ image analysis. The manually collected 

average pore size is collected from 30 random pores within a single image. All of the automatic 

pore size data is collected from a single image for each condition tested. The characteristics of 

the original micrograph that impede the pore size distribution are the same which can impede the 

porosity determination, so the cross-section view images are not used for this image analysis. 

The first attempt at quantifying a pore size change involved a physically obvious pore size 

change between two images as seen in Figure 3.11 (b and c). The sample which is etched for 6.5 

hours has visibly larger pores than the sample which is etched at 2.5 hours, so the image analysis 

is tested to understand if the analysis could detect the difference between the two images. The 

image analysis software produces a pore area distribution, so for this test, the pore areas are 

assumed to be perfect circles, and the pore radius is plotted for simple understanding of the 

results. As seen in Figure 3.12, the most common pore size for both of the samples is between 2-

3 nm regardless of the change in etching parameters and the visual variation between both 

samples. To remove the uncertainty associated with assuming each pore is a perfect circle, a 

probability distribution function is plotted with the pore area for a single area for 3 different 

samples etched for 1 hour, 2.5 hours and 6.5 hours. The original SEM images with their 

corresponding manually measured average pore size is seen in Figure 3.11 (a – c). The pore area  
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Figure 3.11 (a – c) Plan-view SEM images of 3 different porous Ge samples etched with a 

total etch time of 1, 2.5 and 6 hours, respectively. (d) Corresponding pore area distribution 

functions of the three sample areas. 
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 distribution functions for each of the different samples can be seen in Figure 3.11 (d). 

Considering the sample etched for 2.5 hours (green line), the pore distribution function shows 

that the green line has a lower probability for larger pores while the samples etched at 1 hour and 

6.5 hours have the same probability for larger pores. Comparing this result to the original images 

shows that this function can not distinguish between the samples in Figure 3.13 (a and c). The 

inability to determine variations in images is also obvious when the PDFs of 3 different areas of 

the same sample are compared in Figure 3.13 (d). From the original images in Figure 3.13 (a – 

c), it is too difficult to determine a visual variation in the pore size. However, the PDFs show that 

one of the samples has a shift in the pore area distribution. From the evidence presented, the 

image analysis can not determine the pore size distributions of the porous Ge microstructures, 

and the pore size is unable to be evaluated as a potential controlling factor for surface pore 

coalescence. 

Figure 3.12 (a and b) Representative pore radius distributions of plan-view porous Ge images 

which are etched with a total etch time of 2.5 and 6.5 hours, respectively. 
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Figure 3.13 (a – c) Plan-view SEM images of 3 randomly chosen areas on the same sample 

etched with a total etch time of 1 hour. (d) Corresponding pore area distribution functions of 

the three different areas. 
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 This section focused on adjustments to the porous Ge microstructure to elucidate 

microstructural parameters which are beneficial to surface coalescence in porous Ge. In 

annealing single layer microstructure and thinner multi-layer porous Ge films, it is clear that 

thinner porous Ge films do not enable coalescence under the sample preparation and annealing  

shows that this function can not distinguish between the samples in Figure 3.13 (a and c). The 

inability to determine variations in images is also obvious when the PDFs of 3 different areas of 

the same sample are compared in Figure 3.13 (d). From the original images in Figure 3.13 (a – 

c), it is too difficult to determine a visual variation in the pore size. However, the PDFs show that 

one of the samples has a shift in the pore area distribution. From the evidence presented, the 

image analysis can not determine the pore size distributions of the porous Ge microstructures, 

and the pore size is unable to be evaluated as a potential controlling factor for surface pore 

coalescence. 

 This section focused on adjustments to the porous Ge microstructure to elucidate 

microstructural parameters which are beneficial to surface coalescence in porous Ge. In 

annealing single layer microstructure and thinner multi-layer porous Ge films, it is clear that 

thinner porous Ge films do not enable coalescence under the sample preparation and annealing 

conditions tested. Experiments annealing double layer microstructure with large surface features 

show that large surface features inhibit surface coalescence due to the slower surface level 

kinetics relative to the smaller mesopores. The annealing of porous Ge double layer films with 

increased thickness and thickness ratios show microstructure coalescence can occur below the 

surface, in the etching and annealing parameter space tested. For the specific etching parameter 

used, etching porous Ge samples with high %HF and low +J do not produce a microstructure 

capable of surface coalescence in the annealing parameter space tested. In all of the annealing 
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experiments, it is observed that thicker microstructures and double layer films an obvious 

morphology change between the two layers are seen to enable microstructure coalescence near 

the layer transition region. 

3.4 Vapor transport during porous Ge annealing 

This section details annealing and characterization experiments investigating the active 

atomic diffusion pathways during porous Ge annealing. Determining if vapor transport is active 

during porous Ge annealing is probed with a series of annealing experiments utilizing Ge wafers 

as a cover layer. Characterization of the capping layers is also performed to provide additional 

evidence of vapor transport activity during porous Ge annealing. 

In annealing so many different porous Ge microstructures, it is clear that a total thickness 

reduction is occurring after annealing porous Ge films at high temperature. As seen in Figure 3.8, 

representative images of porous Ge films before and after annealing in H2 flow show a porous 

film thickness reduction. In a system where surface diffusion is the dominant diffusion 

mechanism, porous layer thickness reduction is only expected to occur via porous layer 

densification during the sintering process. Porous layer thickness reduction is expected during 

sintering when pores grow or shrink via the sintering process. Though Si and Ge have 

comparable vapor pressures at the same relative temperature (T/Tm),[80, 81] it is unclear why 

shape transformation in porous Ge produces pore coalescence near the bulk substrate in Ge 

rather than the surface like Si. Depending on the Si annealing study referenced, comparable 

relative temperatures for Ge are from 600 – 800ºC. Additionally, previous reports by Rojas and 

coworkers,[62] indicate that annealing porous Ge in a reducing atmosphere is not a volume 

conserving process; however, a more recent report by Boucherif et. al,[15] reported that 

annealing porous Ge in reducing atmosphere is a volume conserving process. The verification of 
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volume loss is important as it has implications on the active atomic transport pathways involved 

during the pore shape evolution process. In porous Si, the volume conserving surface diffusion 

process is reported as the dominant diffusion mechanism during high temperature annealing.[82] 

Surface diffusion is assumed to be the dominant diffusion pathway in porous Ge annealing due 

to the faster diffusion kinetics compared to vapor or bulk transport.[54] Systematic annealing 

studies involving tracer atom tracking with corresponding annealing simulations would be 

required to verify the dominant diffusion mechanism as well as other active transport pathways 

in porous Ge. However, there is not enough literature on porous Ge to determine if transport 

pathways other than surface diffusion are active during high temperature annealing. 

In order to understand if the loss of Ge is preventing the coalescence of the porous Ge 

films, porous Ge samples are annealed with a capping Ge wafer. The porous Ge samples in this 

study are etched with a DC initiation step with a +J = 0.39 mA/cm
2
 and a total etch time of 2 

minutes. The second etch step used a ±J = 0.39 mA/cm
2
, electrolyte of 60 mL of HF (48% w/w) 

and 6 mL of ethanol, and a total etching time of 2 hours. The cover wafer is another polished Ge 

substrate in direct contact with the porous area. The samples are all annealed in a MOCVD 

Figure 3.14 (a – d) porous Ge microstructures annealed without a Ge cover wafer at 450, 

550, 650 and 750ºC, respectively. (e – h) porous Ge microstructures annealed with a Ge 

cover wafer at 450, 550, 650 and 750ºC, respectively. 
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reactor under H2 atmosphere. A series of samples etched under the same conditions are annealed 

between 450 – 750ºC for 15 minutes with and without the Ge cover wafer. 

The cover wafer is used to ensure that any Ge evaporation possibly occurring is 

physically obstructed, and the Ge partial pressure is higher, closer to the porous Ge surface. The 

covered and uncovered annealing series can be seen in Figure 3.14. From 450 – 650ºC, a clear 

progression towards sub-surface pore coalescence is observed in the covered annealing of porous 

Ge films. The covered annealing at 750ºC shows a coarsened microstructure. The uncovered 

annealing procedure does not produce the subsurface coalescence that is observed in the covered 

annealing series. In comparison to the covered annealing results, the uncovered annealing 

experiment is observed to have a similar morphological change at the 450ºC anneal, as seen in 

Figure 3.14 (a and e). At the higher temperatures, the uncovered annealed samples only show a 

progression towards microstructure coarsening as evidenced in Figure 3.14 (b – d). Both covered 

and uncovered annealing series show a reducing microstructure thickness with an increasing 

annealing temperature, as seen in Figure 3.14.  

 Comparing the covered and uncovered annealing series provide indirect evidence 

of vapor transport activity during porous Ge annealing. Comparing the uncovered and covered 

annealing of porous Ge at the lowest temperature 450ºC, both samples have a similar 

microstructure. At such a low temperature, the partial pressure of Ge is almost negligible, so any 

diffusion by vapor transport is minimal.[81] Comparing the two annealing series at higher 

temperatures where the partial pressure of Ge is higher, the covered annealing series produces 

subsurface coalescence at 650ºC; while, the uncovered annealing series produces a coarsened 

microstructure. From these results, annealing with a cover wafer is shown to enable 
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microstructure coalescence at the sample preparation and annealing conditions tested, and this 

may provide evidence of vapor transport activity during porous Ge annealing. 

From the variation in final annealing results seen in the covered and uncovered annealing 

series, it is important to collect additional evidence of vapor transport activity during porous Ge 

annealing. This experimental series characterizes the Ge annealing covers to determine if there is 

direct evidence of vapor transport. After multiple annealing experiments with the same cover 

wafers, the cover wafers are imaged to determine if there is any material transfer onto the cover 

wafer. Plan view SEM of a cover wafer which is used for multiple annealing runs can be seen in 

Figure 3.15 (a and b). Surface roughness is observed on the cover wafer surface as seen in Figure 

3.15 (a and b). This result indicates that there could be three possibilities for the cause of the 

rough surface of the cover wafer. The porous Ge is evaporating during the annealing process and 

condensing onto the cover wafer, the Ge cover wafer is evaporating during the annealing 

procedure and condensing onto the porous Ge microstructure or there is no vapor transport and 

the annealing causes surface reconstruction.  

In order to verify if Ge vapor transport is transferring onto the cover wafer, a polished 

fused quartz plate is used as a cover during porous Ge annealing at 650ºC, 15 min. The fused 

Figure 3.15 (a and b) Plan-view SEM images of the Ge cover wafer after multiple 

annealing runs. 
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quartz is a GE214 semiconductor-grade fused quartz plate with metal contamination below 1 

ppm. Duplicate fused quartz plates are used as transfer plates for previous HVPE epitaxy, and 

there is no detectable Ge contamination in any samples via SIMS. The fused quartz plate is also 

cleaned with an HF dip and an overnight DI water soak before use. To determine if Ge transfers 

onto the quartz, 3 random areas of the quartz surface are analyzed with TOF-SIMS. In order to 

confirm if any hydrocarbons on the surface are skewing the Ge signal, the surface of the quartz is 

cleaned with an Ar plasma sputtering source in-situ, and the same surface is then analyzed. The 

detection of Ge can be seen in the representative surface analysis in Figure 3.16 (a) with the Ge 

peak highlighted in blue. After Ar plasma surface cleaning, the Ge is confirmed to be present on 

the surface as seen in Figure 3.16 (b).  

With the surface analysis and the annealing results using a Ge cover wafer, it is 

confirmed that vapor transport is active during porous Ge annealing and may be causing some 

loss of Ge from the porous microstructure during the annealing process. A loss of Ge from the 

porous Ge microstructure has a negative impact on porous Ge surface coalescence during 

Figure 3.16 (a and b) TOF-SIMS static surface analysis of a fused quartz wafer in direct contact 

with a porous Ge sample annealed at 650C, 15 mins. The Ge peak is highlighted in blue. (a) Ge 

content of the surface without any plasma cleaning performed. (b) Ge content of the same area 

after Ar plasma sputter cleaning. 
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annealing. These results give insight into the difficulty in achieving surface coalescence in 

previous porous Ge annealing experiments.  

3.5 Pre-anneal Oxide Treatment 

The annealing results indicating that vapor transport is active during porous Ge annealing 

and makes comparing the Ge annealing results to Si difficult since both systems have similar 

vapor pressure at the same relative temperature. It is suspected that this difference in 

microstructure evolution is due to the differences in the surface oxide. The surface state is shown 

in previous literature to affect how porous Si microstructures evolve[83], so the difference in the 

Si and Ge oxide could be a differentiating factor between the two systems. Therefore, an 

annealing experiment is devised to anneal porous Ge microstructures without a surface oxide to 

understand if a surface oxide contributed to the issues with pore coalescence occurring at the 

surface of the porous microstructure.  

Figure 3.17 (a) (a and b) Plan-view SEM images of an as-etched porous Ge sample before 

and after the HBr treatment, respectively. (c) Cross section-view SEM of cracking at edge of 

etched area. (d and e) Cross section-view SEM images of an as-etched porous Ge sample 

before and after the HBr treatment, respectively. 
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Porous Ge in this experimental set are etched under the same conditions as the samples in 

Figure 3.14. Porous Ge samples are processed with an oxide etch pre-treatment before the 

annealing procedure. After the etching procedure, the samples are washed using the solvent 

exchange technique described in chapter 2 and dried in air. The samples are then stored in an Ar 

glove box. Immediately before annealing, the samples are dipped in ethanol for 1 minute, and 

then dipped in hydrobromic acid (HBr) (48% w/w) for 5 minutes. The samples are dried in a 

desiccator under flowing N2 gas. The HBr is used to etch the surface oxide. In comparing the as-

etched to the HBr treated microstructure, the same sample is used to ensure that any variation 

from sample to sample does not need to be considered. After drying, the samples are transferred 

to the MOCVD reactor for annealing. The HBr treated porous Ge samples are annealed at 415, 

515 and 615ºC in H2 atmosphere. 

Since this experiment is focused on removing the surface oxide before annealing, the 

ethanol is used as wetting agent to ensure infiltration of the acid into the pores, and the HBr is 

used to dissolve the oxide and terminate the surface with Br.[66] SEM images of the same 

porous Ge sample before and after HBr treatment are seen in Figure 3.17. The as-etched porous 

Ge microstructure is seen in Figure 3.17 (a and d), and the HBr treated porous Ge microstructure 

Figure 3.18 (a – c) Cross section-view SEM images of HBr treated porous Ge samples 

annealed at 415, 515 and 615ºC in H2. 
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is seen in Figure 3.17 (b, c and e). As seen in Figure 3.17 (b), the HBr-treated microstructure has 

locally larger pore size and reduced microstructure thickness. Additionally, the HBr-treat 

microstructure has cracking along the edge of the etched area, seen in Figure 3.17 (c). Duplicated 

porous Ge samples treated with HBr are annealed and SEM images can be seen in Figure 3.18. 

The sample annealed at 415ºC and 615ºC show evidence of embedded porosity as seen in Figure 

3.18 (a and c), but the sample annealed at 515ºC does not show any signs of embedded porosity, 

as seen in Figure 3.18 (b). 

The evacuation of the HBr acid from the microstructure can lead to the deformation of 

the porous Ge microstructure, as described in chapter 2. Comparing the porous layer with and 

without HBr treatment, the microstructure shows clear signs of reduced microstructure thickness 

and increased surface pore size. With the observations of cracking along the edge of the etch 

area, there is evidence of capillary pressure-induced microstructure deformation caused by the 

drying of HBr from the porous Ge microstructure. Therefore, the reduced thickness and locally 

larger surface pores are signs of capillary pressure-induced microstructure deformation. In 

annealing porous Ge samples treated with HBr, there does not appear to be any observable 

annealing trend with increasing annealing temperature. The samples annealed at 415ºC and 

615ºC have coalesced layers with embedded porosity; while, the sample annealed at 515ºC does 

not have any embedded porosity. The microstructure deformation caused by the HBr treatment is 

likely causing variations in the original microstructure which leads to the absence of an 

annealing trend. However, there is no surface coalescence in the HBr treated samples. From 

these results, it is concluded that the original microstructure could not produce surface 

coalescence regardless of the surface treatment. 
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This set of experiments focused on the porous Ge surface state to understand if any 

surface oxide is inhibiting surface coalescence. In this experimental series, the porous Ge oxide 

is removed with the use of a pre-anneal HBr oxide treatment. The drying of the HBr from the 

microstructure is found to lead to capillary pressure-induced microstructure deformation in the 

form of cracking at the edges of the etched area. In the stable center of the etched area, the 

microstructure shows a thickness reduction and larger pore size. Annealing these microstructures 

revealed that the HBr treatment can enable subsurface coalescence, but surface coalescence is 

not seen in any of the HBr treated samples. 

Porous Ge annealing experiments are performed to understand the role of porous Ge 

microstructure, vapor transport and the oxide state of the porous Ge films on the porous 

microstructure evolution. In attempting to force pore coalescence to occur at the surface, there 

are changes made to the single layer and multilayer porous Ge microstructures, the total film 

thickness and thickness ratio of double layer microstructure, and the porous Ge morphology. 

Changing the original porous Ge microstructure gives insight into conditions which are favorable 

for pore coalescence. Large surface features on the porous Ge surface such as surface defects are 

found to inhibit surface pore coalescence due to the long time necessary to level the surface. 

Porous Ge microstructures with higher thickness and multi-layer microstructures with local 

morphological variations are found to enable pore coalescence closer to the Ge bulk rather than 

the surface. Annealing with a capping layer gives insight into the reason why it is difficult to 

achieve pore coalescence in porous Ge microstructures. The use of a capping substrate is found 

to enable pore coalescence by impeding the loss of Ge via vapor transport during porous Ge 

annealing. Finally, annealing experiments after the removal of the surface oxide and stabilization 

of the surface with an HBr treatment are attempted to enable pore coalescence via enhanced 
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surface diffusion kinetics. The drying of HBr from the microstructure is found to deform the 

microstructure through capillary pressure, and the HBr treated porous Ge films only enables 

coalescence below the surface. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

DEMONSTRATE AND CHARACTERIZE III-V EPITAXIAL GROWTH ON A POROUS GE 

SUBSTRATE. 

 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

The process flow to utilize porous Ge in the porous lift-off substrate reuse strategy 

involves electrochemically etching the Ge substrate, annealing the porous Ge to coalesce the 

surface and provide a flat surface for growth, and epitaxial growth of a semiconductor device 

stack.[15] This chapter details the porous Ge processing procedures necessary to reduce the final 

roughness of the coalesced Ge surface and enable high quality III-V epitaxial growth. This 

chapter also characterizes the first successful III-V device on a porous Ge substrate.  

4.2 Methods 

The porous Ge samples used in the MOCVD epitaxy experiments are etched with a DC 

initiation step +J = 0.39 mA/cm
2
 and a total etch time of 2 minutes. The AC etch step used a ±J = 

0.39 mA/cm
2
, electrolyte of 60 mL of HF (48% w/w) and 6 mL of ethanol, and a total etching 

time of 2 hours. The AC duty cycle switching time is 1s and 2s for the forward and reverse bias, 

respectively. After etching, the samples are washed using the solvent exchange technique 

described in chapter 2 and dried in air. Samples are stored in an Ar glove box or a N2 box until 

immediately before. 

The porous Ge samples used in the HVPE epitaxy experiments are etched with a DC 

initiation step +J = 0.39 mA/cm
2
 and a total etch time of 2 minutes. The first AC etch step used a 

+J = 0.39 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 mA/cm

2
 with a total etching time of 2 hours. The second AC 

etch step used a ±J = 1.54 mA/cm
2
 with a total etching time of 30 mins. An electrolyte of 40 mL 

of HF (48% w/w) and 8 mL of ethanol is used. The AC duty cycle switching time is 1s and 2s for 
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the forward and reverse bias, respectively. After etching, the samples are washed using the 

solvent exchange technique described in chapter 2 and dried in air. Samples are stored in an Ar 

glove box or a N2 box. 

Porous Ge samples are processed before annealing unless noted otherwise. Immediately 

before annealing, the samples are dipped in ethanol for 1 minute, and then dipped in 

hydrobromic acid (HBr) (48% w/w) for 5 minutes. The samples are dried in a desiccator under 

flowing N2 gas. After drying, the samples are transferred to the MOCVD reactor for annealing. 

Porous Ge samples are annealed at the desired temperature and time under flowing H2 at 

atmospheric pressure. Post-anneal processing is performed on specified samples by immersion in 

an ultrasonic water bath for ~1 min and drying under flowing N2 gas. Samples are transferred to 

inert atmosphere storage until transfer to MOCVD reactor for epitaxy. Processing steps are used 

to reduce roughness on the final epitaxial growth substrate, and samples are stored in inert 

atmosphere before annealing to inhibit substrate oxidation. 

All epitaxy is performed by collaborators at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 

Alessandro Cavalli performed the device processing and testing. David Guilling performed all 

HVPE epitaxy[4], and Jeff Carapella performed all MOCVD epitaxy[77]. MOCVD device 

growth consists of epitaxy of a InGaAs (In0.1Ga0.99As) buffer layer, Zn-doped InGaAs, Se-doped 

InGaAs, InGaP back-surface field, InAlP window, and an In0.1Ga0.99As contact layer on top. The 

single junction InGaAs upright device has a Au and Au/Ni contacts located on the front of the 

device, with an active cell area of 0.25cm
2
. The HVPE epitaxy performed also utilizes a similar 

InGaAs single junction device described above. The window is a GaAs window rather than an 

InAlP window, and the device structure is never processed for metal electrode deposition. It is 

important to note that none of the devices have an anti-reflection coating (ARC). Device current 
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density-voltage (J-V) performance is measured on an XT10 solar simulator, calibrated to 

simulate the AM1.5G spectrum at 1000 W/m
2
. Active areas for any device on porous Ge is only 

reported if the entire active area is located on the etched area of the Ge sample. All microscopy 

of the device is performed after the device measurements are taken. Focused Ion Beam (FIB) lift-

out of a Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) foil is performed in the active device area 

away from the Au contacts. SEM of the working device is obtained after device measurements 

and away from the active area. 

4.3 Epitaxy on as-etched porous Ge 

The typical process flow to utilize a porous substrate as an epitaxial growth substrate 

involves electrochemically etching the semiconductor substrate, annealing the porous 

semiconductor to coalesce the pores and provide a flat surface for growth, and epitaxial growth 

of a semiconductor device stack. Ideally, the epitaxially grown film should be able to lift-off of 

the original substrate multiple times, but that is not necessarily a requirement for a proof-of-

concept device. There has been one attempt at utilizing an annealed porous Ge film as an 

epitaxial growth substrate. Boucherif et al.[15] reported the production of a coalesced porous Ge 

film followed by single crystal GaAs growth via molecular beam epitaxy. However, there is no 

report of film quality or device data reported on a working PV device grown on an annealed 

porous Ge substrate. 

The multitude of annealing experiments involving as-etched porous Ge microstructure 

make it obvious that the surface roughness of as-etched porous Ge is always lower than that of 

annealed porous Ge films. The annealed porous Ge films always show pore wall coarsening 

towards the surface of the porous microstructure. If pore coalescence is ever observed, it is only 

observable closer to the bulk substrate rather than the surface. Therefore, it is important to 
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understand if the as-etched porous Ge microstructure is suitable for III-V epitaxy. An as-etched 

porous Ge sample is submitted to David Guilling for III-V epitaxy via HVPE. After epitaxial 

growth, an electron transparent foil of the device is sectioned in FIB and imaged in TEM. The 

sample is characterized in TEM with High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) for imaging, 

Selected Area electron Diffraction (SAD) for crystallinity and Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS) for chemical composition. 

As seen in Figure 4.1 (a), the device stack is imaged via HAADF with different tilts. 

Each tilt condition leads to differences in contrast intensity relative to the orientation of the 

electron beam. An image with each tilt condition superimposed can be seen in Figure 4.1 (a), and 

local contrast variation is observed in the image. Additionally, selected area electron diffraction 

(SAD) is performed on the growth area. Observed in Figure 4.1 (b), the SAD pattern collected 

consists of rings with variable intensity diffraction spots. The TEM foil is analyzed with nano-

Figure 4.1 (a) Representative HAADF image with different beam tilt 

conditions superimposed. (b) SAD of epitaxial growth on as-etched porous 

Ge. (c) TEM image of the area of the sample analyzed with EDS. (d and e) 

Corrseponding Ge and As mapping of the microstructure, respectively. 
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EDS to determine the chemical composition of the porous layer and any material within the 

pores. The original image where the EDS is collected is seen in Figure 4.1(c), and the Ge and As 

maps are seen in Figure 4.1 (d and e), respectively. 

Evidence of a polycrystalline epitaxial growth is seen directly by the rings observed in 

the SAD, in Figure 4.1 (b) and the HAADF imaging of the epitaxial film, in Figure 4.1 (a). Film 

texturing is seen via the spot intensity observed in the SAD, as a film without texture shows 

continuous rings in the SAD. Additionally, a polycrystalline epitaxy is also proven via variations 

in grain orientation in the HAADF TEM image. The HAADF image in Figure 4.1 (a) indicates 

that differently oriented planes are present in the growth due to the local variation in contrast 

between different areas of the film.  

 Though there is polycrystalline growth on the as-etched porous Ge substrate, it is also 

important to understand how the epitaxial growth interacted with the porous Ge microstructure. 

As seen in Figure 4.1 (d and e), the As distribution infiltrates the entire porous microstructure. 

Epitaxy on high aspect ratio microstructures typically produce “key-hole” voids inside the 

microstructure due to low penetration of the epitaxy into the microstructure. In the case of the as-

etched porous Ge, nearly total infiltration of the GaAs inside of the pores is observed. Key-hole 

voids are made apparent in the TEM image in Figure 4.1 (c), but the infiltration of As in the 

pores at the surface and near the bulk is seen in Figure (d and e). With growth rates exceeding 1 

µm/hr,[84] the GaAs infiltration into the porous Ge microstructure is not expected to occur 

strictly via epitaxy alone. Therefore, the GaAs infiltration into microstructure is likely due to 

GaAs diffusion along the porous Ge microstructure. The GaAs diffusion inside the 

microstructure is facilitated by surface transport via high surface area of the porous Ge 

microstructure. The surface diffusion also explains why the key-hole voids are randomly 
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distributed closer to the surface and more abundant closer to the bulk. With a longer diffusion 

distance for the GaAs to reach the bulk Ge, the GaAs may not be able to diffuse the full distance 

into the microstructure which causes the final microstructure to have more key-hole voids closer 

to the bulk Ge. 

4.4 Epitaxy on annealed porous Ge 

Due to previous epitaxy on as-etched porous Ge producing polycrystalline growth, 

epitaxial growth experiments are performed on annealed porous Ge substrates. In previous 

porous Ge annealing experiments, the only observed cases of microstructure coalescence always 

have high surface roughness since the coalescence occurred closer to the Ge bulk rather than the 

surface. Therefore, processing steps are developed to reduce the surface roughness of the 

annealed porous film. Epitaxy on the as-annealed porous Ge with a rough surface and the 

annealed porous Ge with a smoother surface are performed and the single junction III-V PV 

devices are compared to a device on an epi-ready wafer. The device on smoother porous Ge is 

then characterized via TEM and EDS. 

Previous attempts at annealing porous Ge resulted in higher surface roughness compared 

to the as-etched wafers. Therefore, processing steps are developed to reduce the surface 

roughness without removing the coalesced layer and embedded porosity located closer to the 

bulk substrate. The porous Ge samples used in the single-step processing procedure are etched 

with the AC etch step of +J = 0.39 mA/cm
2
 and –J = 1.54 mA/cm

2
, 48% HF electrolyte, and a 

total etching time of 2 hours. The sample is annealed at 750ºC, 60 min in the HVPE chamber. 

After annealing and sectioning for SEM imaging, the sample is dipped in an ultrasonic DI water 

bath for ~1 min and blown dry with a N2 stream. The porous Ge samples used in the two-step 

processing procedure are etched with a ±J = 0.39 mA/cm
2
, electrolyte of 60 mL of HF (48% 
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w/w) and 6 mL of ethanol, and a total etching time of 2 hours. The samples are washed and dried 

using the solvent exchange step before further pre-anneal processing. The pre-anneal processing 

step involves dipping the as-etched porous Ge sample into an ethanol bath (1 min) followed by a 

48% HBr bath (5 min). The samples are dried in a desiccator with flowing N2. After annealing in 

the MOCVD chamber at 415ºC, 15 min in H2, the sample is dipped in an ultrasonic DI water 

bath for ~1 min and dried under N2 stream.  

Initial attempts at post-anneal processing used a single-step processing procedure, shown 

in Figure 4.2, and resulted in delamination of the coalesced layer. As seen in Figure 4.2 (a), the 

annealed porous Ge microstructure has a rough surface with coalescence below the surface and 

embedded porosity. After the use of an ultrasonic water bath seen in Figure 4.2 (b), a rough 

surface without any embedded porosity is observed. The two-step porous Ge processing 

procedure involves the pre-anneal HBr treatment and the post-anneal ultrasonic water treatment. 

A porous Ge sample before and after the HBr treatment is seen in Figure 3.17. Cross-section 

Figure 4.2 (a) Cross section view SEM image of an annealed porous Ge without the use 

of any processing steps before or after annealing. (b) Corresponding cross section view 

SEM image of the annealed porous Ge sample after a ~ 1 min dip in an ultrasonic water 

bath. 
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view images of the porous Ge sample before and after the post-anneal ultrasonic water treatment 

are seen in Figure 4.3 (a and b); the plan-view images before and after the ultrasonic water 

treatment are seen in Figure 4.3 (c and d). The rough surface features and subsurface coalesced 

microstructure are observed before the ultrasonic water bath in Figure 4.3 (a and c), and after the 

ultrasonic water processing step, the embedded pores are intact and the surface features are no 

longer visible on the substrate. Additionally, the surface pores which are visible before the 

processing step are still visible after the processing step.  

Ultrasonic water treatment of annealed porous Ge films is attempted in previous annealed 

samples to remove the pore coarsening at the surface of coalesced Ge films. However, all 

Figure 4.3 (a – d) SEM images of annealed porous Ge which have a pre-

anneal HBr treatment. (a and b) cross section view SEM images of the 

sample before and after a dip in an ultrasonic water bath, respectively. (c 

and d) plan-view SEM images of the sample before and after a dip in an 

ultrasonic water bath, respectively. 
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previous attempts resulted in the coalesced layer delaminating from the Ge substrate, as seen in 

the Ge substrate observed in Figure 4.2 (b). The samples annealed after the HBr treatment in 

Figure 3.18 are capable of withstanding the ultrasonic water treatment. Though the HBr-treated 

and annealed porous Ge microstructure is able to withstand the ultrasonic water treatment, there 

are observed changes to the final microstructure after the processing step. The ultrasonic water 

step results in a smoother surface, seen in Figure 4.3 (d), but the processing results in a reduction 

in embedded porosity at the surface and microstructure thickness, seen in Figure 4.3(b). These 

results indicate that the ultrasonic water bath is causing a delamination or dissolution of oxide of 

any part of the microstructure which is weakly attached to the mother substrate. For these sample 

preparation and annealing conditions, it is necessary to use both the HBr and ultrasonic water 

processing steps to achieve a porous Ge microstructure with reduced surface roughness. 

A two-step process is developed to reduce the roughness of the final annealed porous Ge 

film: the as-etched sample is dipped in HBr before annealing and the as annealed sample is 

dipped in an ultrasonic water bath after annealing. Utilizing a single-step post-anneal ultrasonic 

water processing step resulted in total delamination of the coalesced Ge layer, but the two-step 

procedure produces a smoother surface without delamination of the entire microstructure. 

Therefore, the two-step processing procedure is necessary to reduce the roughness of the final 

annealed porous Ge microstructure.  

After the development of an annealed porous Ge substrate with a smoother surface, it is 

important to be able to compare devices grown on rough as-annealed porous Ge and smoother 

processed porous Ge substrates. It is also important to compare the PV devices on porous Ge to a 

reference device on an epi-ready Ge substrate. Characterization of the champion device on a 

porous Ge substrate is performed to confirm the crystallinity of the epitaxy and the existence of 
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the embedded porosity after epitaxy. Additionally, confirming embedded porosity below the 

grown device stack is important for the possibility of device lift-off from the original Ge 

substrate. Epitaxial growth is performed in the MOCVD reactor [77] by Jeff Carapella and 

device processing and testing is performed by Alessandro Cavalli. The upright devices consist of 

InGaAs p-n junctions with an InGaP back surface field, InAlP window, InGaAs top contact and 

Ni/Au contacts. The devices have no ARC and have an active cell area of 0.25cm
2
. Device 

current density-voltage (J-V) performance is measured on an XT10 solar simulator, calibrated to 

simulate the AM1.5G spectrum at 1000 W/m
2
. Focused Ion Beam (FIB) lift-out of a 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) foil is performed in the active device area away from 

the Au contacts. SEM of the working device is obtained away from the active area but within the 

etched area.  

Representative J-V curves of single junction InGaAs PV cells on rough and smoother 

porous Ge as well as a reference cell on an epi-ready Ge substrate are seen in Figure 4.4 (a). The 

device on the rough Ge does not produce any appreciable photocurrent. The PV cell on the 

Figure 4.4 (a) J-V curves of a GaAs PV device on epi-ready Ge (black), rough porous Ge 

(red) and smoother porous Ge (purple). (b) Dark J-V curve of the best best PV device on 

smoother porous Ge plotted on a semi-log scale. 
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smoother porous Ge surface, after the two-step substrate processing, has a short circuit current of 

20.95 mA/cm
2
, open circuit voltage of 0.740 V, fill factor of 37.0% and efficiency of 5.74%. The 

device on epi-ready Ge has a short circuit current of 22.30 mA/cm
2
, open circuit voltage of 1.024 

V, fill factor of 85.2% and efficiency of 19.45%.  The dark J-V curve of the device on smoother 

porous Ge can be seen in Figure 4.4 (b). The shunt resistance of the cell is 0.60 ohm*cm
2
, and 

the series resistance of the cell is 0.39 ohm*cm
2
.  

Microstructural characterization of the device on processed porous Ge film is performed 

via SEM and TEM of the final device microstructure. Cross section-view SEM of the device and 

substrate is seen in Figure 4.5 (a) with a higher magnification view of the embedded porosity in 

Figure 4.5 (b). Embedded pores with clear faceting is observed after epitaxy on the smoother 

porous Ge substrate. A HAADF image where EDS is performed on the microstructure in TEM is 

seen in Figure 4.6 (a), and the corresponding Ge, As and In EDS maps are seen in Figure 4.6 (b-

d), respectively. The embedded pores are still visible in the HAADF image in Figure 4.6 (a), and 

the EDS map of Ge shows that the Ge ends immediately above the embedded porous layer. The 

Ge, As and In EDS maps show clear transitions between the Ge, InGaAs, InGaP and InGaAs 

Figure 4.5 Cross section view low and high magnification SEM images of embedded 

substrate porosity after III-V epitaxy on annealed porous Ge. 
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layers. Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns are collected at the InGaAs layer 

where Figure 4.7 (a) shows the CBED pattern, and Figure 4.7 (c) shows the corresponding 

collection location. Additionally, convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns are 

collected at the InGaAs layer where Figure 4.7 (b) shows the CBED pattern, and Figure 4.7 (d) 

shows the corresponding collection location. The CBED patterns collected at in the epitaxial 

stack and the Ge both show the same symmetry for the [110] plane and show a single-crystal 

epitaxial growth on the porous Ge substrate. Bright Field TEM images at the coalesced Ge-

epitaxy interface can be seen in Figure 4.8 (a-c) where Figure 4.8 (a and b) highlight a 

dislocation loop present in the epitaxial layer, and Figure 4.8 (c and d) shows a high resolution 

image at the Ge-InGaAs interface with its corresponding FFT, respectively. The epitaxial growth 

direction and a region on the Ge with dislocations are highlighted in Figure 4.8 (c). 

Comparing the devices rough porous Ge and smoother porous Ge, it is clear that growth 

on a rough Ge surface is detrimental to PV device performance. Although, the device 

performance of the growth on smoother porous Ge shows a clearly reduced Jsc, Voc, and FF 

compared to the device on epi-ready Ge, so it is clear that the substrate roughness leads to a 

reduced device efficiency. From the dark J-V curve of the device on smoother porous Ge, the 

shunt and series resistance are calculated via the slopes at open circuit and short circuit 

Figure	4.6	(a)	TEM	HAADF	image	where	EDS	Mapping	is	performed.	(b	–	d)	Corresponding	

Ge,	As	and	In	EDS	Maps,	respectively.	
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conditions. The shunt resistance of 0.60 ohm*cm
2
 indicates a low shunt resistance, and the series 

resistance of 0.39 ohm*cm
2
 indicates a high series resistance. A shunted device impacts the 

device performance via FF and Voc which is seen when comparing this cell with the reference 

cell. The high series resistance impacts the device via FF which is also seen when comparing this 

cell to the reference device. With this operational PV device on porous Ge, this is the first 

reported PV device grown on an annealed porous Ge substrate. 

The device on smother porous Ge is fractured and observed in SEM, and seen in Figure 

4.5 (a and b), there is a line of pores embedded below the device stack. As intended for the 

porous lift-off substrate reuse strategy, the embedded pores could be utilized as a convenient 

fracture plane for device lift-off. Additionally, the embedded pores showed clear hexagonal 

facets after the elongated annealing and epitaxial growth conditions. Pore wall faceting occurs 

Figure 4.7 (a and c) CBED pattern with corresponding 

collection location, and (b and d) CBED pattern with 

corresponding collection location, respectively. 
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due to the drive to reduce overall surface energy of the pore walls. If Ge is an isotropic crystal, 

the pore walls are driven to reduce their surface energy by reducing their overall surface area via 

pore coarsening. Since Ge exhibits anisotropy, the embedded pores are driven to reduce their 

surface energy via faceting. The surface energy for an anisotropic crystal can be reduced by 

reducing the total exposed surface area and by faceting, so the pores are driven to become larger 

and to expose low energy planes such as (100) and (111).[32] This transition from small circular 

pores to larger faceted pores can be seen when comparing Figure 4.3 (b) and 4.5 (a). After 

annealing and processing, the embedded pores are more circular, but after the additional 

annealing caused during epitaxy, the pores became larger and faceted. Pore faceting after 

annealing is also reported in recent work on porous Ge annealing.[15] Pore faceting during 

annealing is not specific to porous Ge since it is also reported in porous Si literature.[19, 82] 

Characterizing the epitaxy on the processed porous Ge substrates is important to confirm 

any infiltration inside the pores and growth quality. Comparing the original TEM image in 

Figure 4.6 (a) and the corresponding EDS maps in (b-d) give clear indications on the layer to 

layer transitions. The Ge substrate effectively stops in the region immediately after the pores, and 

there is no epitaxial infiltration inside of the embedded porosity within this TEM foil. 

Additionally, the transitions between the InGaAs and InGaP are abrupt. Evidence of the epitaxial 

growth being single crystal is directly observed by the CBED patterns in Figure 4.7 (a and b). 

Both CBED patterns correspond to the [110] orientation meaning that the coalesced Ge above 

the pores and the InGaAs layer are the same orientation. This is direct evidence that the epitaxy 

is the same orientation as the substrate. Additional direct evidence of the single crystal epitaxy is 

seen in the high resolution TEM image of the Ge-InGaAs interface, seen in Figure 4.8 (c). The 

lattice is observed as continuous across the interface indicating the same crystal orientation from 
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Figure 4.8 (a and b) Respective, high and low magnification BF TEM image with dislocation 

indicated in both images. (c) High resolution TEM image of Ge-InGaAs interface with arrow 

indicating epitaxial growth and circle indicating stacking faults. (d) Corresponding live FFT 

image of (c). 
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the Ge to the InGaAs sides of the growth. It is also important to indicate evidence of dislocations 

in the epitaxial growth. A dislocation loop can be seen in Figure 4.8 (a and b) at the InGaAs  

layer. Additionally, the high resolution image in Figure 4.8 (c) shows dislocations at the Ge- 

InGaAs interface. The defects are confirmed by the additional spots observed in the 

corresponding FFT, seen in Figure 4.8 (d). From the characterization of the TEM lamella, it is 

observed that the epitaxy is single crystal, and there are dislocations near the epitaxial interface. 

Additionally, the defects observed at the epitaxial growth interface give insight into the reason 

for the reduced device performance compared to the device on epi-ready Ge. The dislocations at 

the growth interface contribute to the reduced Jsc, Voc and FF in the device on smoother porous 

Ge. In this section, the annealed porous Ge surface roughness is reduced with surface processing, 

and the first reported PV device on a porous Ge substrate is achieved. The development of a two-

step processing procedure leads to the reduction of the surface roughness in the annealed porous 

Ge substrate. A working InGaAs PV device grown on the smoother porous Ge substrate has an 

efficiency of 5.7% and is verified to have embedded faceted pores immediately below the 

coalesced Ge interface. In the TEM lamella sectioned from the device, the epitaxy is single 

crystal and dislocations are present at the Ge-InGaAs interface. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

 This thesis covers three research objectives involving the etching, annealing and epitaxy 

stages of the porous Ge substrate reuse strategy. The first objective demonstrates and resolves 

the experimental conditions causing instability and nonuniformity in porous Ge films. In 

preparing porous Ge films with a large range of etching parameters, it is found that strict control 

of the pre-etching, etching and post-etching procedures are necessary to produce a uniform, 

stable and repeatable porous Ge microstructure. The second objective catalogs the evolution of 

porous Ge films during high temperature annealing. Through annealing porous Ge samples with 

microstructural, annealing and sample processing variations, it is observed that microstructure 

coalescence is achievable below the surface, in the sample preparation and annealing conditions 

tested. The third objective demonstrate and characterizes III-V epitaxial growth on a porous Ge 

substrate. Work in this objective demonstrated a pathway towards a lower surface roughness 

porous Ge substrate and the first operational photovoltaic cell on a porous Ge substrate with an 

efficiency of 5.7%. 

 With the demonstration of a proof-of-concept device on porous Ge, this work can enable 

additional sample preparation, device development and characterization work in this research 

area. The exploration of other etching chemistries and microstructure processing procedures can 

produce porous Ge with larger variations in microstructure. New sample preparation procedures 

leading to lower porosity microstructures could enable low roughness growth substrates for 

enhanced epitaxy and device quality. Optimization of the substrate roughness with new 

processing procedures or annealing steps could also lead to enhanced device efficiency.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

ETCHING PARAMETERS FOR FIGURE 3.6 

 

 This appendix includes the electrochemical etching parameters used to produce each 

sample in Figure 3.6. Each sample in the figure is identified by its total thickness and thickness 

ratio via (Total thickness, Thickness ratio). All samples are etched with a DC pore initiation step 

and have an AC duty cycle of 1s and 2s for the forward and reverse bias, respectively. All 

samples are washed with the solvent exchange step and dried in air. 

 The sample at (1.1, 0.2) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 10 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 3.12 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

3.12 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. 

 The sample at (0.9, 0.6) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 1.54 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

1.54 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 15 mins. 

 The sample at (1.2, 0.8) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 120 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 1.54 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

1.54 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. 

 The sample at (1.5, 0.4) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 3.12 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

3.12 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. 

 The sample at (1.6, 0.4) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 1.54 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

1.54 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 60 mins. 

 The sample at (2.5, 0.2) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 1.54 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

1.54 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. 

 The sample at (2.7, 0.3) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 10 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 3.12 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

3.12 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 120 mins. 

 The sample at (2.5, 0.8) has a first etch step with +J = 0.78 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 1.54 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 360 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 1.54 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

1.54 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. 

 The sample at (3.0, 0.8) has a first etch step with +J = 1.54 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 2.34 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 120 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 2.34 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

2.34 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. 

 The sample at (3.4, 0.8) has a first etch step with +J = 3.12 mA/cm
2 
and -J = 3.90 

mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 120 mins. The second etch step has a +J = 3.90 mA/cm

2 
and -J = 

3.90 mA/cm
2
 with an etch time of 30 mins. 

 

 

 

 

 


